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This is essentially an action for breach of contract. The plaintiffs and the

defendants joined together to acquire a pharmaceutical company, and this dispute arose

out of that acquisition. The plaintiffs allege that in the days and weeks leading up to the

execution of the acquisition agreement, the defendants made an oral promise that they

would transfer to the plaintiffs certain assets of the target company at some unspecified

time post-closing. The plaintiffs allege that this oral promise was a central precondition

to their willingness to make a short-term bridge loan that was necessary to finance the

acquisition. On the day the acquisition agreement was executed, a series of written

agreements were signed by the parties pertaining to various aspects of the transaction,

including financing and the post-closing operation and management of the holding

company through which the plaintiffs and the defendants took ownership of the target.

Those written agreements, however, make no reference to any prior promise or

agreement like the one alleged by the plaintiffs. Furthermore, the written agreements

contain integration clauses in which the parties to them agreed that the documents

evidenced the entirety of their agreement and understanding with respect to the subject

matter of those agreements.

The plaintiffs charge the defendants with breach of contract for failing to make the

asset transfer according to the prior oral agreement. They also assert claims for

fraudulent inducement, promissory estoppel, and unjust enrichment. The defendants

have moved to dismiss, arguing that, taking all alleged facts as true, the complaint fails to

state a claim under any of these theories. The defendants primarily contend that the

written agreements preclude this action for alleged breach of the prior oral promise.
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The plaintiffs also allege breaches of the written acquisition agreements

themselves. In that regard, the plaintiffs assert claims for breach of contract and of the

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing independent of the oral promise they seek

to enforce in the principal counts of the complaint. The defendants seek dismissal of

those claims as well.

This Memorandum Opinion constitutes my ruling of the dVWV_UR_eds ^`eZ`_ e`

dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). Having considered the record before me on that

motion a_U eYV aRceZVds RcXf^V_ed( @ T`_T]fUV eYRe, as to the alleged prior oral agreement,

the plaintiffs have failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, and I dismiss

the plaintiffss T]RZ^d W`c ScVRTY `W T`_ecRTe as well as those for fraudulent inducement,

promissory estoppel, and unjust enrichment. As to the allegations concerning certain of

the written acquisition agreements, the plaintiffs adequately have pled claims for breach

of contract, but not for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, with

one limited exception. ThV UVWV_UR_eds ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd( eYVcVW`cV( is granted in part

and denied in part.

I. BACKGROUND1

A. The Parties

G]RZ_eZWW 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd( CeU) &p9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdq' Zd R 9Rj^R_ @d]R_Ud

corporation, the ultimate and sole owners of which are non-parties Dale and Mary

1 Unless otherwise noted, the facts recited herein are drawn from the well-pled
R]]VXReZ`_d `W eYV LVcZWZVU 7^V_UVU 9`^a]RZ_e &peYV 9`^a]RZ_eq'( e`XVeYVc hZeY
its attached exhibits.
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Chappell. Plaintiffs Black Horse Capital, LP and Black Horse Capital Master Fund Ltd.

&e`XVeYVc( p8]RT\ H`cdVq' are private investment funds owned by the Chappells and other

third party investors. Plaintiff Ouray Holdings I AG &pFfcRjq and, collectively with

9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd R_U 8]RT\ ?`cdV( pG]RZ_eZWWdq) is a Swiss corporation and is the

successor in interest e` 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss interest in several of the entities relevant to this

action.

Defendant Jonathan M. Couchman is the majority stockholder, CEO, CFO, and

Chairman of the board of directors of ;VWV_UR_e NdeV]`d ?`]UZ_Xd( @_T) &pNdeV]`d

?`]UZ_Xdq', a Delaware corporation. Defendant Xstelos Corp., a Texas corporation

&pNdeV]`d(q R_U eogether with Xstelos Holdings( eYV pNdeV]`d <_eZeZVdq'( Zd R hY`]]j

owned subsidiary of Xstelos Holdings. Xstelos Holdings and Xstelos were formerly

known as Footstar, Inc. and Footstar Corp., respectively. Couchman was previously the

Chairman and CEO of Footstar Corp. &p=``edeRc(q R_U together with Footstar, Inc., the

p=``edeRc <_eZeZVdq'( R JViRd T`ca`cReZ`_.

E`_aRcej 9G<N GYRc^RTVfeZTR]d( @_T) &p9G<Nq' Zd R ;V]RhRcV T`ca`cReZ`_

engaged in the development of drug absorption and delivery technology. CPEX is

wholly owned by Defendant FCB I Holdings, Inc. &p=98 ?`]UZ_Xdq', also a Delaware

corporation. FCB Holdings, in turn, is owned by Xstelos Corp. (80.5 percent) and Ouray,

formerly held by Cheval (19.5 percent). CPEX and FCB Holdings have the same three-

member boards of directors, consisting of Couchman, nonparty Adam Finerman, and

Dale Chappell. Couchman, the principal executive officer of CPEX, manages both

CPEX and FCB Holdings.
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B. Facts

1. CPEX, Cheval Holdings, and Footstar

CPEX is a biotechnology company that manufactures a patented drug delivery

technology known as CPE-215, which enhances the absorption of drugs through the nasal

mucosa, skin, and eyes. Since 2003, CPEX has received royalties from Auxilium

GYRc^RTVfeZTR]d( @_T)sd ^Rc\VeZ_X `W JVdeZ^( R eVdeosterone replacement therapy that

utilizes the CPE-215 delivery technology. In February 2008, CPEX entered into a license

agreement with Allergan, Inc. &p7]]VcXR_q' for the development and commercialization

of another application of CPE-215, to be used in T`_[f_TeZ`_ hZeY 7]]VcXR_sd aReV_eVU

low-dose desmopressin, a synthetic hormone that assists in regulating kidney function for

the treatment of nocturia and related conditions. One drug product created by the

T`^SZ_ReZ`_ `W 7]]VcXR_sd dj_eYVeZT Y`c^`_V and 9G<Nsd UcfX UV]ZgVcj eVTY_`]`Xj is

known as pSER-120.q It is at the heart of this dispute.

CPEX formerly was the drug delivery business segment of Bentley

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. After being spun off in June 2008, CPEX traded on NASDAQ

under the tickec p9G<N)q 7d `W ^ZU-2009, Cheval Holdings was one of the largest

stockholders of CPEX, which had a market capitalization of approximately $25.3 million.

The Complaint alleges that Cheval Holdings was interested in expanding its investment

in CPEX, and sought an opportunity to acquire its royalty-producing assets.2 In response

2 Compl. ¶¶ 31-32.
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to a solicitation of bids, Cheval Holdings unsuccessfully bid $75 million for CPEX in

June 2010.

The Complaint states repeatedly that Cheval Holdings had the financial resources,

pharmaceutical industry expertise, and willingness to acquire and manage 100 percent of

CPEX in its own right.3 In that regard, I note that Dale Chappell holds both an M.D. and

M.B.A., and Mary Chappell holds an M.D. and is a surgeon. Black Horse, managed by

the Chappells, has a pparticular interest in acquiring or investing in biotechnology and

related companies and assets.q4 In evaluating its strategic options vis-à-vis CPEX,

however, Cheval Holdings T`_T]fUVU eYRe peYV RTbfZdZeZ`_ h`f]U SV ^fTY ^`cV Vfficient

if Cheval could bring in a co-investor with a substantial NOL)q5

A $,++ ^Z]]Z`_ pEFC(q `c _Ve `aVcReZ_X ]`dd( hRd W`f_U hYV_ Chappell was put in

touch with Couchman, then the Chairman and CEO of Footstar. Footstar had operated

shoe stores within Kmart locations and had emerged from a Chapter 11 bankruptcy

reorganization in 2006. Footstar, which the Complaint describes Rd pR WZ_R_TZR] WRZ]fcV(q6

lost its Kmart contract in 2008. It ultimately filed for liquidation in 2010, havinX p_`

3 Id. ¶ 38; see also id. ¶¶ 5, 34, 41.

4 Id. ¶ 22.

5 Id. ¶ 35. In their Complaint and briefing, Plaintiffs use the _R^V p9YVgR]q e` refer
to Cheval Holdings and Black Horse, collectively. This Memorandum Opinion
U`Vd _`e fdV p9YVgR]q ViTVae( Rd YVcV( hYV_ bf`eZ_X Wc`^ eYV 9`^a]RZ_e)

6 Id. ¶ 2.
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prospects for turn aroundq 7 and having been unable, up to that point, to put its substantial

NOL to use.

In mid-2010, Cheval Holdings d`]ZTZeVU =``edeRcsd Z_eVcVde Z_ aRceZTZaReZ_X Z_ R_

acquisition of CPEX. At the time, Footstar faced the possibility of losing the value of its

NOL, if the liquidation proceeded and Footstar was dissolved. It YRU p]Zee]V TRdY( R_U _`

borrowing capacity or other capital, sufficient to invest in or purchase CPEX on its

own.q8 According to the Complaint, Footstar recognized that its p^RZ_ T`_ecZSfeZ`_ e`

the potential acquisition was not technical, scientific, or intellectual property investing

ViaVceZdV) @ed acZ_TZaR] T`_ecZSfeZ`_ hRd eYV afeReZgV eRi SV_VWZe `W Zed EFC)q9 p@_ R gVcj

cVR] dV_dV( eYV_(q eYV 9`^a]RZ_e alleges( peYV Chappells and the Cheval Plaintiffs rescued

Couchman and Footstar from his prior business failures by harnessing those very failures

e` hYRe RaaVRcVU e` SV VgVcj`_Vsd RUgR_eRXV)q10

2. The CPEX acquisition

a. Structure of the acquisition

Thus, Cheval Holdings and Footstar jointly pursued CPEX in the hope that a joint

acquisition would yield R SVeeVc cVefc_ `_ Z_gVde^V_e ZW =``edeRcsd EFC hVcV RgRZ]RS]V e`

`WWdVe 9G<Nsd WfefcV Z_T`^V Wc`^ c`jR]ej decVR^d) To realize these tax benefits, Footstar

would have to own more than 80 percent of CPEX in the post-merger entity structure.

7 Id. ¶ 7.

8 Id. ¶ 39.

9 Id. ¶ 8.

10 Id. ¶ 13.
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FCB Holdings was created for these purposes. Footstar contributed $3,220,000 in cash to

FCB Holdings in exchange for an 80.5 percent equity stake; Cheval Holdings contributed

$780,000 for its 19.5 percent stake.11 According to the Complaint, 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss

R_U 9YRaaV]]sd VT`_`^ZT cReZ`_R]V W`c eYV ecR_dRTeZ`_ hRd that, although Cheval Holdings

would receive less income as a minority owner, the reduction would be pmore than offset

by the tax benefits of the NOL structure and other aspects of the deal ultimately reached

with Couchman. (These included a consulting and advisory fee . . . and a shareholder

RXcVV^V_e hZeY ^Z_`cZej ac`eVTeZ`_d W`c 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd)'q12

On August 24, 2010, Cheval Holdings and Footstar submitted to CPEX an

indication of interest in acquiring all outstanding shares of CPEX common stock in a

merger for $29.00 per share in cash. After nearly five months of negotiations with

CPEX, on January 3, 2011, a definitive Agreement R_U G]R_ `W DVcXVc &peYV DVcXVc

7XcVV^V_eq' was executed whereby FCB Holdingsss subsidiary, FCB I Acquisition

Corp., RTbfZcVU ,++ aVcTV_e `W 9G<Nsd T`mmon stock in exchange for $27.25 per

share.13

Also executed on January 3, 2011 were four other agreements concerning the

CPEX acquisition and the pRceZVds dfSdVbfV_e cV]ReZ`_dYZa: (1) a consulting and advisory

dVcgZTVd RXcVV^V_e SVehVV_ =``edeRc R_U 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd &eYV p9`_df]eZ_X

11 9`^a]) <i) 9 &peYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_eq'( Re ,)

12 Compl. ¶ 43.

13 9`^a]) <i) 7 &eYV pDVcXVc 7XcVV^V_eq'( Re /)
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7XcVV^V_eq';14 (2) R de`T\Y`]UVcds RXcVV^V_e SVehVV_ =``edeRc( 9YVgR] ?`]UZngs, and

=98 ?`]UZ_Xd &eYV pIe`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_eq';15 (3) a written commitment by Black

Horse to provide FCB Holdings with bridge financing &eYV p9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVcq';16 and

(4) a $64 million secured loan to a subsidiary of FCB Holdings, funded by a consortium

`W ]V_UVcd hZeY 8R_\ `W EVh O`c\ DV]]`_ Rd RU^Z_ZdecReZgV RXV_e &eYV p8EOD C`R_q'.17

Because the first three of these writings are integral to this dispute, and they were

executed on the same day as the Merger Agreement, I briefly identify them here. To the

extent relevant, their terms and import will be discussed in greater depth below.

b. Financing the acquisitionC.90 ?41 D-1=195?B '3=11819?E

During initial discussions concerning the CPEX acquisition, the parties

contemplated financing the transaction through =98 ?`]UZ_Xdss $4 million in equity, plus

acquisition financing of $64 million from the BNYM Loan. The BNYM Loan was to be

14 9`^a]) <i) 8 &eYV p9`_df]eZ_X 7XcVV^V_eq')

15 9`^a]) <i) 9 &eYV pIe`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_eq')

16 Huffman JcR_d^ZeeR] &pJcR_d)q' 7WW) <i) 7 &eYV p9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVcq') 7]eY`fXY
the Commitment Letter is not attached to the Complaint, it and its subject, the $10
^Z]]Z`_ 8cZUXV C`R_( RcV Z_eVXcR] e` G]RZ_eZWWds T]RZ^d R_U RcV cVWVcV_TVU
repeatedly in the Complaint. Thus, I may consider it at the motion to dismiss
stage. 7@@ 0G J@ 7=GL= -@ 5=>' +HJI' 7QCHE?@J 2DLDB', 669 A.2d 59, 69-70 (Del.
1995).

17 JYV 8EOD C`R_ Zd _`e Z_T]fUVU Z_ R_j `W eYV aRceZVds dfS^ZddZ`_d e` eYV 9`fce)
It is referenced, however, in the Complaint (¶¶ 51, 52, 65), the Merger Agreement
(RVTZeR]d6 ll .)2( 1),.( 4)1'( eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e &p8RT\Xc`f_Uq'( R_U
the Bridge Loan Agreement (§ 3). It may be debatable whether the BNYM Loan
Zd pZ_eVXcR]q e` eYV 9`^a]RZ_e R_U( eYVcVW`cV( Raac`acZReV W`c T`_dZUVcReZ`_ Re eYZd
stage. I need not decide that issue, however, because I refer to the BNYM Loan
only by way of background and do not rely upon it for purposes of any decision I
reach.
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funded into escrow before the closing e` R]]VgZReV 9G<Nsd T`_TVc_d RS`fe ecR_dRTeZ`_

closing uncertainty. In December 2010, however, the lead lender in the BNYM Loan

consortium, Athyrium Capital, balked at the pre-closing escrow condition. CPEX,

however, resisted proceeding without it. CPEX insisted that, in the absence of funding

into the escrow, the Merger Agreement include a specific performance remedy. In

addition, CPEX sought financial security for the specific performance remedy, in case the

merger failed to close and CPEX had to invoke it.

Chappell and Couchman, on behalf of their respective companies, discussed ways

to salvage the deal.18 Their solution was to scrap the escrow and loan $13 million in

bridge financing directly to FCB Holdings to secure the specific performance remedy.

According to the Complaint, the most Footstar could contribute toward such a bridge loan

was $3 million. The Complaint repeatedly suggests, however, eYRe =``edeRc pdY`f]U

YRgVq19 funded $10,465,000 (or 80.5 percent) of the $13 million bridge loan, based on the

equity ownership ratio. As a result, Plaintiffs allege that: p9YVgR] R_U 9YRppell had a

choice. They could walk away from the deal, return to their plan to attempt to purchase

the equity of CPEX outright; or they could salvage the transaction with Footstar by

a]VUXZ_X gRde]j ^`cV Z_ ScZUXV ]`R_d eYR_ hRd T`_dZdeV_eq hZeY eYV =98 Holdingsss

18 Compl. ¶ 54.

19 Id. ¶ 56. See also id. ¶¶ 9, 54, 55, 57, 58, 61, 62, 64.
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VbfZej `h_VcdYZa cReZ`d( eYVcVSj a]RTZ_X 9YVgR] R_U 9YRaaV]] Re pR UZdac`a`ceZ`_ReV cZd\q

of losing the bridge loan funds if the transaction did not close.20

This brings us to the gravamen of this case. Plaintiffs allege that in a December

2010 phone conversation, Chappell offered to have Black Horse put up $10 million of the

$13 million needed for bridge financing, if Couchman would give p,++% `W IVcV_Zejq to

pChevalq after the mergersd T]`dZ_X.21 pIVcV_Zejq Zd R_ RddVe not defined directly in the

Complaint or any of the relevant written agreements, but which apparently includes the

CPE-215 application mentioned at the outset of this Memorandum Opinion known as

SER-120. pIVcV_Zejq R_U I<H-120 are discussed in more detail below.

It is sufficient here to note that, during the December 2010 discussions concerning

eYV ScZUXV WZ_R_TZ_X RccR_XV^V_e W`c eYV 9G<N RTbfZdZeZ`_( 9YRaaV]] Rd\VU W`c p,++% `W

IVcV_Zejq Z_ ViTYR_XV W`c ^R\Z_X hYRe Plaintiffs suggest was a disproportionately large

bridge loan commitment. During a mid-December phone conversation, Couchman

declined this offer, but proposed an 80 percent to 20 percent split of pSerenityq in favor

of pChevalq Z_ R p^Zcc`c Z^RXVq `W =98 ?`]UZ_Xd)22 9YRaaV]]( p`_ SVYR]W `W 9YVgR](q

agreed to the 80/20 Serenity split. According to the Complaint, Black Horse then

20 Id. ¶ 56.

21 Compl. ¶ 57. As noted and discussed more fully infra at Section I.B.3.b, the
precise persons and entities to be involved in this part of the transaction are
described differently at different paragraphs in the Complaint.

22 Id. ¶ 58.
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promised e` Wf_U $,+ ^Z]]Z`_ `W eYV ScZUXV ]`R_d pZ_ T`_dZUVcReZ`_ W`c( R_U Z_ cV]ZR_TV

`_(q eYZd alleged oral pIVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e.q23

On January 3, 2011, when the Merger Agreement was executed, Black Horse and

Footstar entered into separate commitment letters with FCB Holdings and CPEX.

Pursuant to those letters, the bridge financing was pledged to FCB Holdings in two parts

of $10 million and $3 million by Black Horse and Footstar, respectively.24 The

acquisition closed on or about April 4, 2011, after being approved by a g`eV `W 9G<Nsd

stockholders. Based on an agreement dated April 5, 2011 &eYV p8cZUXV C`R_

7XcVV^V_eq'( 8]RT\ ?`cdV made good on its commitment and loaned $10 million to FCB

Holdings.25 Presumably, Footstar similarly made its bridge loan, and the main financing

consortium funded the primary loan to FCB Holdings, because the Merger was

effectuated and FCB Holdings took 100 percent control of CPEX in early April 2011.

3. SER-12&$ D-1=195?B$E .90 ?41 D-1=195?B '3=11819?E

Before continuing to chronicle the material facts in this case, I pause to delineate

the Complaintss allegations concerning SER-120 and the alleged Serenity Agreement.

The aRceZVds principal dispute centers on these facts. Broadly, it is alleged that Couchman

orally ac`^ZdVU 9YRaaV]] eYRe( Z_ ViTYR_XV W`c 9YRaaV]]sd afeeZ_X fa eYV $,+ ^Z]]Z`_

23 Id. ¶ 62.

24 Commitment Letter 1.

25 ?fWW^R_ JcR_d) 7WW) <i) ; &peYV 8cZUXV C`R_ 7XcVV^V_eq') 7d hZeY eYV
Commitment Letter, I may consider the Bridge Loan Agreement at the motion to
dismiss stage because it and its subject, the $10 million Bridge Loan, are integral
e` G]RZ_eZWWds T]RZms and are referenced repeatedly in the Complaint. See Santa Fe
Pac. Corp., 669 A.2d at 69-70.
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8cZUXV C`R_( 9YRaaV]] h`f]U SV XZgV_ R XcVReVc Z_eVcVde Z_ pIVcV_Zejq a`de-merger. To

facilitate my analysis of the legal arguments raised for and against ;VWV_UR_eds motion to

dismiss, I begin by reviewing certain of eYV 9`^a]RZ_esd R]]VXReZ`_d cVXRcUZ_X pIVcV_Zejq

in more detail.

a. The assets to be transferred under the Serenity Agreement

As noted supra, SER-,-+ Zd p`_V aRceZTf]Rc fdVq26 of the CPE-215 technology,

which involves combining it with a synthetic hormone called low-dose desmopressin.

This synthetic hormone is a separately patented technology owned by Allergan. In 2008,

the predecessors-in-interest to CPEX and Allergan with respect to SER-120 (Bentley

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and Serenity Pharmaceuticals Corp., respectively) entered into a

]ZTV_dV RXcVV^V_e &eYV p7]]VcXR_ CZTV_dVq' pursuant to which Allergan, ultimately,

would develop and commercialize SER-120.27 The Allergan License requires Allergan to

pay CPEX royalties at a set rate R_U TVceRZ_ p^Z]Vde`_Vq ]f^a sum payments based on the

commercial sales, if any, resulting from the SER-120 venture.

Immediately before the events in question, the value of SER-120 wad pUZWWZTf]e e`

RdTVceRZ_q SVTRfdV Ze hRd Z_ eYV VRc]j deRXVd `W U.S. Food & Drug Administration

26 Compl. ¶¶ 2, 9.

27 ?fWW^R_ JcR_d) 7WW) <i) 9 &eYV p7]]VcXR_ CZTV_dVq') 7d UZdTfddVU ^`cV Wf]]j
infra, the Allergan License is the most tangible and concrete RdaVTe `W pIVcV_Zejq
insofar as Plaintiffs use that term to denote the consideration owed to them under
the alleged agreement at the core of this dispute. The Allergan License, which is
referenced explicitly or implicitly in the Complaint at ¶¶ 9-11, 15-17, 32, 33, 41,
63-68, 76-79, 81, and 84, is therefore appropriately part of the record before me at
the motion to dismiss stage. See Santa Fe Pac. Corp., 669 A.2d at 69-70.
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&p=;7q' eVdeZ_X)28 At least once, SER-120 failed to pass the =;7sd pGYRdV @@@q testing

level, a key regulatory hurdle.29 But in the fall of 2012, well over a year after CPEX was

acquired by the parties, SER-120 passed the Phase III test. In addition, Allergan decided

in February 2013 to fund a confirmatory trial of the drug. Thus, it appeared that SER-120

had become very valuable.30

The C`^a]RZ_e UVdTcZSVd pIVcV_Zejq Rd peYRe `_V aRceZTf]Rc fdV `Wq 9G<Nsd

patented CPE--,0 UcfX UV]ZgVcj eVTY_`]`Xj pRd T`^SZ_VU hZeY 7]]VcXR_ @_T)sd &`c Zed

RddZX_VVds `c dfTTVdd`cds' aReV_eVU-low dose desmopressin technology for the treatment

or prevention of nocturia. . . . Included in this was the then-developed combination,

known as SER-,-+)q31 Plaintiffs apparently Z_eV_U W`c pIVcV_Zejq e` ^VR_ ^`cV eYR_

merely the licensing or royalty rights between CPEX and Allergan related to SER-120.

JYV `cR] pIVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e(q RTT`cUZ_X e` eYV 9`^a]RZ_e( pT`_eV^a]ReVU R ecR_dWVc e`

Cheval of an additional 60.5% interest of *00 $'%)63 2/-.43 /1 (,2,1/45, not a mere

assignment of the Allergan License,q32 which would have put the balance of ownership as

to Serenity at approximately 80 percent to 20 percent, in favor of pCheval.q The

9`^a]RZ_e UZWWVcV_eZReVd SVehVV_ p(i) the license rights to Serenity through a separate

]ZTV_dV RXcVV^V_e hZeY 9G<N R_U &ZZ' dfS[VTe e` 7]]VcXR_sd T`_dV_e( the Allergan

28 Compl. ¶ 33.

29 Id. ¶¶ 15, 33.

30 Id. ¶ 15; see also id. ¶¶ 17, 33.

31 Id. ¶¶ 9-10; see also id. ¶¶ 43.

32 Id. ¶ 78 (emphasis added).
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License, pursuant to which one potential combination, SER-120, was already being

UVgV]`aVU( eYc`fXY R dVaRcReV RddZX_^V_e R_U Rddf^aeZ`_ RXcVV^V_e hZeY 9G<N)q33

HVXRcU]Vdd `W acVTZdV]j Y`h pIVcV_Zejq is defined, it is undisputed that before the

Merger, all of the assets in question were owned by CPEXoi.e., any relevant rights

CPEX held to CPE--,0( pIVcV_Zej(q I<H-120, and the Allergan License. If that structure

were left untouched, Cheval Holdings indirectly would hold a 19.5 percent interest in

those assets and Footstar an 80.5 percent interest. According to the Complaint, the

Serenity Agreement called for the parties to create a new entity, FCB Serenity LLC, the

equity of which would be flipped: 80 percent for pChevalq and 20 percent for Footstar.34

FCB Serenity would be pRddZX_VUq eYV IVcV_Zey assets, thus giving pChevalq control of an

additional 60.5 percent interest in those assets.35 In the mid-December 2010 time frame,

when the alleged conversations took place between Chappell and Couchman about

financing the acquisition and the Serenity Agreement, they allegedly agreed that FCB

IVcV_Zej h`f]U SV dfS[VTe e` R de`T\Y`]UVcds RXcVV^V_e XZgZ_X ac`eVTeZ`_ e` eYV ^Z_`cZej

stockholder that effectively would be a p^Zcc`c-Z^RXVq of the FCB Holdings

Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e) Because the Serenity assets were held by CPEX, it is

reasonable to infer from the allegations in the Complaint that Plaintiffs believed CPEX

33 Id. ¶ 63 (emphasis added); see also id. ¶¶ 64, 67, 76-79.

34 Compl. ¶¶ 59, 63, 64.

35 Id.
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would transfer those assets to FCB Serenity at some future time, to give effect to the

intended structure.

The Complaint alleges that p9YVgR]sd cVTVZae `W R_ RUUZeZ`_R] 1+)0% Z_eVcVde Z_

Serenityq hRd pR TV_ecR] acVT`_UZeZ`_ e` 8]RT\ ?`cdVsd hZ]]Z_X_Vdd e` T`_ecZSfeV eYV

additional [Bridge L`R_Q Wf_Ud(q R_U that without the extra Serenity interest, there was

p_` VT`_`^ZT Z_TV_eZgV W`c 8]RT\ ?`cdVq e` cZd\ $,+ ^Z]]Z`_ Z_ ScZUXV WZ_R_TZ_X)36 While

tYV 9`^a]RZ_esd UVdTcZaeZ`_ `c fdV `W eYV eVc^ pIVcV_Zejq d`^VeZ^Vd gRcZVd in relation to

what Plaintiffs expected to receive, there is no question that the consideration to be

provided by Plaintiffs in the oral bargain consisted of the Bridge Loan, and that alone.37

b. Written agreements concerning the Serenity Agreement

The formation of the Serenity Agreement allegedly took place in December 2010,

when the CPEX merger was being negotiated. All communications concerning the

alleged Serenity Agreement were oral. The parties allegedly pUZU _`e ReeV^ae e`

U`Tf^V_e eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e acZ`c e` T]`dZ_Xq `W eYV ^VcXVc W`c dVgVcR] cVRd`_d(

Z_T]fUZ_X eYRe pZe h`f]U _`e YRgV ^RUV dV_dVq e` U` d` f_eZ] RWeVc 9GEX was acquired

and FCB Holdings thereby owned the Serenity assets.38 That is, tYV aRceZVd pUZU _`e

SV]ZVgV Ze hRd _VTVddRcj `c Raac`acZReV e` ViaV_U eYV ]VXR] cVd`fcTVdq e` U`Tf^V_e eYV

36 Id. ¶ 64; see also id. ¶¶ 9, 56, 57.

37 See Compl. ¶¶ 3, 9, 13, 43, 56, 57, 58, 61, 62, 64, 66.

38 Id. ¶ 65.
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Serenity Agreement until closing of the Merger was more assured and tYV pWZ_R]

Z^a]V^V_eReZ`_ decfTefcVq T`f]U SV UVeVc^Z_VU)39

At least six written agreements pertaining to different aspects of the CPEX

acquisition, however, were executed: the Merger Agreement, the Consulting Agreement,

eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( eYV 9`mmitment Letter, the BNYM Loan, and the Bridge

Loan Agreement &T`]]VTeZgV]j( peYV 7TbfZdZeZ`_ 7XcVV^V_edq'. The combined effect of

the Acquisition Agreements is to form a network of contractual rights and obligations

variously binding the entities involved in the CPEX acquisition. The Merger Agreement

was signed by Couchman on behalf of FCB Holdings and FCB I Acquisition Corp., and

by CPEX through its President and CEO, John Sedor. The Commitment Letter is signed

by Chappell on behalf of Black Horse, Couchman on behalf of FCB Holdings and FCB I

Acquisition Corp., and Sedor on behalf `W 9G<N) 9YRaaV]]sd R_U 9`fTY^R_sd dZX_RefcVd

R]d` RaaVRc `_ eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( eYV 9`_df]eZ_X 7XcVV^V_e( R_U eYV 8cZUXV

Loan Agreement.40 The Merger Agreement, which incorporates by reference the

Commitment Letter and the BNYM Loan, names and refers to Black Horse and Footstar

Rd p=Z_R_TZ_X GRceZVdq Z_ dVgVcR] sections.41 In turn, the Commitment Letter,

39 Id.

40 The entities on behalf of which Couchman and Chappell signed each agreement
RcV Rd W`]]`hd5 W`c eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e5 =``edeRc( =98 ?`]UZ_Xd( R_U
Cheval Holdings; for the Consulting Agreement: Footstar and Cheval Holdings;
and for the Bridge Loan Agreement: Black Horse and FCB Holdings.

41 See DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_e Re pHVTZeR]d(q ll .)2( 1),.( 4)1) @ _`eV R]d` eYRe( afcdfR_e
e` l 4).&R'( R_j p_`eZTVd `c `eYVc T`^^f_ZTReZ`_dq f_UVc eYV DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_e
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Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( 9`_df]eZ_X 7XcVV^V_e( R_U 8cZUXV C`R_ each refer to the

Merger Agreement.42

These agreements are critical to the disposition of ;VWV_UR_eds motion to dismiss.

Where relevant, the material terms and language from these agreements will be excerpted

and discussed in the legal Analysis section, infra. At this point, I note only that there is

no allegation that any of the written agreements pertaining to the CPEX acquisition

contains the eVc^ pIVcV_Zejq `c ^R\Vd R_j cVWVcV_TV e` eYV pIVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e)q

c. Parties to the alleged Serenity Agreement

The Complaint varies in its identification of the entities or persons that allegedly

made promises with respect to the Serenity Agreement. Nevertheless, a few points are

relatively clear. First, it was Black Horse alone that made the Bridge Loan commitment

and that actually expe_UVU eYV $,+ ^Z]]Z`_ e` Wf_U G]RZ_eZWWds part of the Bridge Loan.

Second, it was Couchman and Footstar, or Couchman on behalf of Footstar, that made

eYV R]]VXVU ac`^ZdVd `_ ;VWV_UR_eds dZUV) Third, CPEX is not alleged to be a promisor or

promisee with respect to the Serenity Agreement, although the assets in question are

hVcV e` SV dV_e e` =98 ?`]UZ_Xd &p7ee_5 A`_ReYR_ D) 9`fTY^R_q' R_U e` 8]RT\
?`cdV &p7ee_5 ;R]V 8) 9YRaaV]]q' hZeY T`aZVd e` UVdZX_ReVU ]Rh WZc^d)

42 See, e.g., 9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVc m , &pJYZd 9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVc dYR]] SVT`^V
effective only upon the execution and delivery of the Merger Agreement by the
aRceZVd eYVcVe`) ) )q'6 id. m ,+ &pJYZd 9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVc( e`XVeYVc hZeY eYV DVcXVc
Agreement, reflects the entire understanding of the parties with respect to the
subject matter hereof, and shall not be contradicted or qualified by any other
agreemV_e( `cR] `c hcZeeV_( SVW`cV eYV UReV YVcV`W)q'6 see also Ie`T\Y`]UVcds
7XcVV^V_e Re p8RT\Xc`f_U 7q &pJYV 9`^aR_j hRd W`c^VU W`c eYV afca`dV `W
SVT`^Z_X R aRcej e` PeYV DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_eQ)q'6 9`_df]eZ_X 7XcVV^V_e ,6 8cZUXV
C`R_ 7XcVV^V_e Re pHVTZeR]d(q ll /, 6, 7, 8, 11.
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9G<Nsd &`c =98 ?`]UZ_Xdss insofar as it owned 100 percent `W 9G<Nsd T`^^`_ de`T\

post-Merger).

As to who was to receive the Serenity assets under the alleged Serenity

Agreement, the Complaint is less clear. In several paragraphs, Plaintiffs identify

p9YVgR](q UVWZ_VU e` Z_T]fUV S`eY 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd R_U eYV eh` 8]RT\ ?`cdV Wf_Ud( as the

recipient;43 elsewhere, they suggest it was Cheval Holdings specifically;44 and still

elsewhere, Plaintiffs specify the Black Horse funds alone.45 In some other paragraphs,

the Complaint simply lumps all Defendants and all Plaintiffs together when discussing

the Serenity Agreement, without regard for the separate corporate identities of the various

parties.46

43 Id. m 4 &p@_ T`_dZUVcReZ`_ W`c Blackhorse providing more capital . . . . Cheval
h`f]U cVTVZgV ) ) ) )q'6 Id. ¶ ,0 &pP9`fTY^R_Q R_U =``edeRc YRU agreed to grant
3+% `W 9G<Nsd Z_eVcVde Z_ IVcV_Zej e` Cheval Holdings and Blackhorse) ) ) )q'6
Id. m /. &pBlackhorse, Cheval Holdings, and Defendants agreed that Cheval would
receive . . . in exchange for Blackhorse taking a last minute risk of $10 million on
R ScZUXV ]`R_)q'6 see also ¶¶ 61, 64. All emphases are added in this and the
succeeding three notes.

44 Id. m . &pCouchman and Footstar . . . promis[ed] the Cheval Plaintiffs that in
exchange for receiving millions of additional financing support from Blackhorse,
Cheval Holdings would receive ) ) ) )q')

45 Id. m 1/ &pJYVcV hRd _` VT`_`^ZT Z_TV_tive for Black Horse to risk [the Bridge
Loan] unless it cVTVZgVU RUUZeZ`_R] T`_dZUVcReZ`_ ) ) ) )q'6 Id. m ,. &p@_ ViTYR_XV W`c
the 80% interest in Serenity, Blackhorse provided more than $20 million in loans
) ) ) )q')

46 Id. m 4 &pPJQYV Cheval Plaintiffs and Chappell on the one hand and Footstar and
Couchman `_ eYV `eYVc RXcVVU eYRe ) ) ) )q'6 Id. m 11 &p8V]ZVgZ_X Couchman,
Chappell Wf_UVU ^Z]]Z`_d `W U`]]Rcd `W RUUZeZ`_R] TRaZeR] ) ) ) )q')
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4. Events after the CPEX acquisition

The CPEX acquisition was consummated on or about April 4, 2011. At various

points thereafter, Chappell attempted to persuade Couchman to document the Serenity

Agreement, but Couchman allegedly demurred, each time with a different excuse.47

7aaRcV_e]j( 9`fTY^R_sd cV]fTeR_TV hRd due in part to the fact that Footstar, then a

publicly ecRUVU T`^aR_j( YRU p_VgVc afS]ZT]j UZdT]`dVU eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e e` Zed

dYRcVY`]UVcd)q48 The Footstar Entities underwent a restructuring in which they merged

into the newly formed Xstelos Entities, and the former stockholders of Footstar, Inc.,

including Couchman, became stockholders of Xstelos Holdings.

In February 2012, Couchman and Xstelos proposed an asset swap tra_dRTeZ`_ pe`

[fdeZWj eYV ecR_dWVcq `W eYV IVcV_Zej RddVed Wc`^ 9G<N e` pCheval.q49 Pursuant to this

proposal, Xstelos h`f]U RTbfZcV 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss 19.5 percent interest in a CPEX

subsidiary that owned a New Hampshire office building valued at $1.5 million, in

consideration for CPEX transferring to Plaintiffs 1+)0 aVcTV_e `W pIVcV_Zejq plus

$150,996 in cash. When Xstelos sent draft documentation for this transfer to Chappell in

47 Compl. ¶¶ 69-72.

48 Id. ¶ 72. In this regard, I take judicial notice of the fact during the process of
creating the new Xstelos Entities, effectuating the Footstar Plan of Reorganization,
cVXZdeVcZ_X NdeV]`d ?`]UZ_Xdsd dYRcVd hZeY eYV I<9 W`c ]ZdeZ_X `_ eYV FJ9 8f]]VeZ_
Board system, and ultimately taking Xstelos Holdings private via a reverse stock
split, no word of the Serenity Agreement was disclosed in public filings to the
=``edeRc*NdeV]`d de`T\Y`]UVcd( VgV_ eY`fXY NdeV]`d ?`]UZ_Xdsd cVXZdecReZ`_
statement and final prospectus mentions SER-120 and the Allergan License in
UZdTfddZ_X 9G<Nsd SfdZ_Vdd) See, e.g., Xstelos Holdings, Inc., Prospectus (Apr.
25, 2012).

49 Id. ¶¶ 72-73.
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May 2012, however, Chappell balked. Plaintiffs allege that the structure contemplated by

eYV UcRWe RXcVV^V_ed phRd _`e hYRe eYV aRceZVd YRU RXcVVU e` Z_ eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e(q

SVTRfdV NdeV]`dss draft paperwork only purported to transfer the Allergan License, while

Plaintiffs were seeking to document their ownership of a pSc`RUVc ]ZTV_dVq e` eYV IVcV_Zej

assets as described in the Complaint.50

The parties unsuccessfully continued to discuss their differences. In June 2012,

Xstelos filed a certificate of formation creating FCB Serenity LLC, a wholly owned

CPEX subsidiary that was supposed to be the vehicle for effectuating the Serenity

transfer. Xstelos also dVTfcVU 7]]VcXR_sd T`_dV_e e` eYV RddZX_^V_e `W eYV 7]]VcXR_

License from CPEX to FCB Serenity. JYV aRceZVds Ree`c_Vjd( Z_T]fUZ_X =Z_Vc^R_(

discussed a draft of the operating agreement for FCB Serenity and the contemplated asset

swap transactions. Those draft agreements would have removed FCB Serenity from FCB

Holdings and CPEX, and given it to Plaintiffs and Xstelos in the form of their anticipated

respective 80 and 20 percent ownership interests.

In September 2012, Couchman emailed Chappell requesting 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss

approval of a consent dividend for the 2011 CPEX income to enable Couchman to deal

with a tax issue that had arisen after the Merger.51 Chappell responded that he would

T`_dV_e e` eYV UZgZUV_U ZW pNJCI R_U 9YVgR] hZ]] U`Tf^V_e eYV `h_VcdYZa cZXYed e`

50 Id. ¶¶ 78, 81.

51 Compl. ¶¶ 46-49, 88-91.
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IVcV_Zej Z_ eYV _Vie WZgV SfdZ_Vdd URjd)q52 When asked what that had to do with the

consent dividend, 9YRaaV]] R_dhVcVU eYRe YV hRd p_`e Rd\Z_X W`c R_jeYZ_X _Vh. It is

simply documenting the agreement that we have already reached almost two years ago

hYZTY hRd e` da]Ze IVcV_Zej 3+*-+ Z_ WRg`c `W 9YVgR])q53 Couchman replied that( pMV

agree in principle to split Serenity 80/20 in favor of Cheval, with the New Hampshire

building to go to Xstelos, subject to reaching agreements as to mechanics of distribution,

X`gVc_R_TV( VdTc`h ac`gZdZ`_d ) ) ) R]] e` SV WZ_R]ZkVU Z_ UVWZ_ZeZgV U`Tf^V_eReZ`_)q54

After further back-and-forth, Couchman ultimately stated, pZW j`f RTTVat a consent

dividend, I will endeavor to document the Serenity transaction we have been discussing

W`c bfZeV d`^V eZ^V)q55 Cheval Holdings then approved the consent dividend.

In addition, Chappell ac`a`dVU V_eVcZ_X Z_e` R pdZ^a]V eVc^ dYVVe `fe]Z_Z_X d`^e

SRdZT eVc^d `W eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_eq R_U ac`gZUVU R UcRWe e` NdeV]`d Z_ ]ReV IVaeV^SVc

2012. Xstelos attached this term sheet to the latest drafts of the operating agreement for

FCB Serenity, even though, according to Plaintiffs, p9YVgR] YRU acVgZ`fd]y rejected

certain of the terms of these drafts because they did not accurately reflect the Serenity

52 Id. ¶ 92.

53 Id. ¶¶ 93-94.

54 Id. ¶ 95.

55 Id. ¶ 100.
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7XcVV^V_e)q56 This exchange of drafts and negotiations RS`fe pU`Tf^V_eZ_Xq eYV

pIVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_eq T`_eZ_fVU from October into December 2012.57

The Complaint further alleges that on December 19, 2012, Couchman suddenly

changed position after more than two years. HVWVccZ_X e` 9YRaaV]]sd cVbfVde W`c R ]ZTV_dV

from CPEX as well as an assignment of the Allergan License, Couchman wrote to

9YRaaV]]5 p;R]V( j`f and I never discussed a license agreement. This is something new

you are asking for and we are not inclined to provide. We thought we were discussing a

transaction to sell 60% of the Serenity interest only. MV h`_se ac`gZUV R ]ZTV_dV

RXcVV^V_e)q58

5. Relations sour

JYV eRi ZddfV eYRe ac`^aeVU NdeV]`d e` `SeRZ_ 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss approval of a

consent dividend also caused Xstelos to distribute in late 2012 all of CPEX and FCB

?`]UZ_Xdss income through the payment of cash dividends.59 The Complaint alleges that

pPZQ_ cVeR]ZReZ`_ W`c 9YVgR]sd cVbfVded e` aVcW`c^ eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e(q NdeV]`d

determined to accelerate the payment of the FCB Holdings dividends.60 More

56 Id. ¶ 103.

57 During the same time frame, SER-120 successfully passed FDA Phase III testing.
See supra I.B.3.a.

58 Id. ¶ 106.

59 JYV ^VTYR_ZTd `W eYV aVcd`_R] Y`]UZ_X T`^aR_j eRi( eYV aRceZVds Z_ZeZR]
misunderstanding of it, and their subsequent attempts to avoid paying it are not
material to the pending motion to dismiss.

60 Id. ¶ 108.
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specifically, Cheval Holdings wanted the dividend to be deferred for three months, until

it could redomicile its ownership of FCB Holdings to Ouray, the Swiss entity owned by

Cheval Holdings, and thereby reduce its tax burden. The Complaint alleges that there

also would have been no cost to Xstelos to wait until after the completion of the

redomiciliation, and that there was no benefit to Xstelos from paying the dividend earlier.

OVe( `gVc 9YRaaV]]sd `S[VTeZ`_( 9`fTY^R_ R_U =Z_Vc^R_ &Rd UZcVTe`cd `W =98 ?`]UZ_Xd'

voted to declare cash dividends of $9 million in September 2012 and another $1 million

in October 2012.

On June 11, 2013, Couchman recommended to Chappell that the equity holders of

FCB Holdings make a pro rata equity contribution to the company, which would be

followed by an immediate cash dividend of approximately the same amount. Cheval

Holdings pcV]fTeR_e]jq RXcVVU( because it feared being diluted if it did not participate in

the equity raise.61 The Complaint alleges that, through these actions, Couchman sought

to inflict economic harm on Cheval Holdings, because it was paying tax on the dividends

while Xstelos was not. Defendants allegedly threatened the ZddfR_TV `W UZgZUV_Ud pd`]V]j

as a mechanism to threaten Cheval and to cause Cheval to walk away from the Serenity

7XcVV^V_e R_U e` `eYVchZdV ViVce VT`_`^ZT acVddfcV `_ 9YVgR])q62

Plaintiffs also complain that Xstelos has harmed them by breaching the

Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e R_U eYV 9`_df]eZ_X 7XcVV^V_e) JYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e(

61 Id. ¶ 119.

62 Id. ¶ 121.
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to which Footstar, Cheval Holdings, and FCB Holdings are parties, was to govern the

aRceZVds a`de-Mergec cV]ReZ`_dYZa R_U ac`eVTe 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss interest in CPEX. As a

19.5 percent owner, Cheval Holdings otherwise would have been at the mercy of Footstar

and Xstelos in this regard. In terms of the Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVVment, Plaintiffs allege the

following litany of breaches: Xstelos violated Section 2.2(a) by entering into related party

ecR_dRTeZ`_d hZeY`fe 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss consent; it violated Section 2.6 by failing to

timely present annual budgets for CPEX and FCB Holdings; it violated Section 2.2(c) by

causing FCB Holdings and its subsidiaries to make capital expenditures exceeding

$,++(+++ hZeY`fe 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss consent; and it violated Section 5.4(c) by failing to

ac`gZUV ^R_RXV^V_e( aVcd`__V]( R_U RU^Z_ZdecReZgV dVcgZTVd e` 9G<N Re NdeV]`dss

expense.

The Consulting Agreement required Footstar to pay Cheval Holdings a consulting

WVV pcV]ReZ_X e` eYV aVcW`c^R_TV `W dVcgZTVd `_ 9G<Nsd aReV_e eVTY_`]`XZVd R_U eYVZc fdV(

application, monetization and relicensing, to the extent funds are available . . . )q63 An

attached schedule provided for payments of consulting fees of $1 million, $750,000,

$750,000, and $500,000 for the years 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014, respectively.

Thereafter, an annual consulting fee of $250,000 would be owed to Cheval Holdings until

the arrangement was terminated.64 The Complaint alleges that Cheval Holdings has

63 Consulting Agreement 1.

64 Id. at 3.
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performed all of its obligations under the Agreement, but that it currently is due

$2,062,500 in fees.

C. Procedural History

Plaintiffs filed this action on June 13, 2013. After Defendants moved to dismiss,

Plaintiffs amended the Complaint on October 29, 2013.65 The Complaint as amended

asserts causes of action for breach of contract, breach of the implied covenant of good

faith and fair dealing, fraudulent inducement, promissory estoppel, and unjust

enrichment. In particular, Plaintiffs accuse Xstelos and Couchman of breach of the

alleged Serenity Agreement, and, by way of relief, seek monetary damages (Count I) or

specific performance (Count II). In Counts VI n VIII, Plaintiffs assert alternative causes

of action against Xstelos and Couchman relating to the Serenity Agreement for fraudulent

inducement, promissory estoppel, and unjust enrichment. Count III consists of a claim

against Xstelos for breach of the Consulting Agreement. In addition, Plaintiffs assert

claims against Xstelos and FCB Holdings for ScVRTYVd `W eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e

(Count IV) and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing associated with the

Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e &9`f_e L')

Defendants again moved to dismiss the Complaint in its entirety on November 18,

2013. After full briefing, I heard oral argument on that motion on February 10, 2014.

This Memorandum Opinion constitutes my ruling on the motion. In the analysis below, I

65 Plaintiffs filed a corrected version of the Amended Verified Complaint on
November 1, 2013. This corrected Amended Verified Complaint is the operative
p9`^a]RZ_eq W`c afca`dVd `W eYZd DV^`cR_Uf^ FaZ_Z`_)
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address first the claims that concern the Serenity Agreement (Counts I, II, VI, VII, and

VIII), then Count III relating to the Consulting Agreement, and finally Counts IV and V,

hYZTY RcZdV Wc`^ eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e)

D. ,.=?51>F );9?19?5;9>

Defendants seek dismissal of the Complaint under Court of Chancery Rule

12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. With regard to the

Serenity Agreement, Defendants contend eYRe( VgV_ RTTVaeZ_X R]] `W eYV 9`^a]RZ_esd

allegations as true, the breach of contract counts fail for two reasons. First, the oral

promise at the core of the alleged agreement is too vague to be enforceable, because the

alleged facts do not manifest a mutual assent between the parties as to the essential terms,

including what was to be transferred under the agreement, how, and to whom. Second,

Defendants argue that even if there were an enforceable oral promise concerning

Serenity, it would conflict with the terms of the subsequent written agreements. Because

those agreements are completely integrated, Defendants contend, the parol evidence rule

operates as a complete bar to G]RZ_eZWWds claims for breach of the Serenity Agreement.

;VWV_UR_ed WfceYVc RddVce eYRe G]RZ_eZWWds R]eVc_ReZgV eYV`cZVd `W ]ZRSZ]Zej arising from the

alleged Serenity Agreementofraud, promissory estoppel, and unjust enrichmentoalso

fail because the subsequent written agreements render it impossible for Plaintiffs to have

pcVRd`_RS]j cV]ZVUq `_ R_j acZ`c `cR] ac`^ZdVd `c RXcVV^V_ed) They assert further that the

fraudulent inducement claim is defective for the separate reason that the alleged promises

are statements of future intent rather than misrepresentations of present fact.
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Plaintiffs respond that the Complaint alleges a simple, clear, oral contract and that

Delaware law allows for such agreements to be enforceable even where the parties leave

the act of documenting the terms for a later time. In that regard, Plaintiffs argue that the

Complaint consistently described the Serenity Agreement, and uniformly identified the

assets to be transferred, the core economic terms, and the parties to the Agreement.

G]RZ_eZWWd T`f_eVc ;VWV_UR_eds aRc`] VgZUV_TV cf]V RcXf^V_e `_ eh` Wc`_ed) =Zcde( eYVj

assert that, even if fully integrated, none of the subsequent written agreements bind all of

the alleged parties to the Serenity Agreement, thereby rendering that Agreement

enforceable by either Cheval Holdings or Black Horse, if not both. Second, Plaintiffs

contend that because the fraudulent inducement claim is well-pled, the fraud exception to

the parol evidence rule applies here in any event. As to the promissory estoppel and

unjust enrichment claims, Plaintiffs aver that they were brought as alternatives to the

Serenity breach of contract claim, and that they are well-pled and supported by the

factual allegations in the Complaint.

With respect to G]RZ_eZWWds T]RZ^ W`c eYV f_aRZU T`_df]eZ_X WVVd under the

Consulting Agreement, Defendants assert that claim is moot, because 100 percent of the

outstanding amount was funded into an escrow account for the benefit of Cheval

Holdings on September 6, 2013. Plaintiffs, however, deny that the fees were paid in

accordance with the Agreement, and dismiss ;VWV_UR_eds ^``e_Vdd RcXf^V_e, in any

event, as being based on facts not contained in the Complaint.

Lastly, Defendants move to dismiss eYV T]RZ^ W`c ScVRTY `W eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds

Agreement SRdVU `_ G]RZ_eZWWds WRZ]fcV to plead cognizable damages, and on mootness
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grounds. Defendants also maintain that the implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing T]RZ^ WRZ]d SVTRfdV eYV T`_ecRTe Zd _`e dZ]V_e `_ eYV ZddfV `W =98 ?`]UZ_Xdss

ability to pay dividends, and therefore limits G]RZ_eZWWds cZXYed Z_ eYRe cVXRcU) They argue

further that there is no basis for an allegation of bad faith where, as here, Defendants

acted in accordance with the applicable contract provision.

In response, Plaintiffs emphasize that the Complaint identifies the provisions of

eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e R_U eYV RTeZ`_d `W ;VWV_UR_ed eYRe T`_deZefeV the alleged

breaches. Further, they deny that their breach of contract claim is moot, or that the

damages allegations are deficient. On the implied covenant issue, Plaintiffs counter that

the allegations in the Complaint support an inference of bad faith under Delaware law,

because Defendants accelerated the dividends in a deliberate effort to harm Cheval

Holdings, and thereby abused the discretion afforded them by the contract.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Standard for dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6)

The governing pleading standard in Delaware to survive a motion to dismiss is

reasonable conceivability.66 JYV 9`fcesd Z_bfZcj Z_ eYZd cVXRcU Zd e` UVeVc^Z_V phYVeYVc

PG]RZ_eZWWdsQ hV]]-pleaded Complaint stated a claim that is provable under any reasonably

conceivable set of circumdeR_TVd)q67 In so doing, the Court must

accept all well-pleaded factual allegations in the Complaint as
ecfV( RTTVae VgV_ gRXfV R]]VXReZ`_d Z_ eYV 9`^a]RZ_e Rd phV]]-

66 Cent. Mort. Co. v. Morgan Stanley Mort. Capital Hldgs. LLC, 27 A.3d 531, 536
(Del. 2011).

67 Id. at 538.
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a]VRUVUq ZW eYVj ac`gZUV eYV UVWV_UR_e _`eZTV `W eYV T]RZ^(
draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff, and
deny the motion unless the plaintiff could not recover under
any reasonably conceivable set of circumstances susceptible
of proof.68

JYV T`fce( Y`hVgVc( _VVU _`e pRTTVae T`_T]fd`cj R]]VXReZ`_d f_dfaa`ceVU Sj daVTZWZT

WRTedq `c pUcRh f_cVRd`_RS]V Z_WVcV_TVd Z_ WRg`c `W eYV _`_-^`gZ_X aRcej)q69 Failure to

plead an element of a claim precludes entitlement to relief and, therefore, is grounds to

dismiss that claim.70

B. Counts I and II

Defendants move to dismiss Counts I and II, which assert breach of the alleged

Serenity Agreement, arguing that the Complaint fails adequately to plead the elements of

an enforceable contract. They also contend that, taking G]RZ_eZWWds R]]VXReZ`_d Rd ecfV, the

Serenity Agreement necessarily would conflict with the terms of the multiple written

agreements that the parties executed shortly after the alleged Serenity promise was made.

After considering the aRceZVds extensive briefing and arguments, I conclude that, based on

the allegations in the Complaint, it is not reasonably conceivable that the Serenity

Agreement is an enforceable contract between the parties. I also am convinced,

therefore, that it is not reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs could show that the specific

performance remedy sought in Count II would be appropriate.

68 Id. at 535 (citing Savor, Inc. v. FMR Corp., 812 A.2d 894, 896-97 (Del. 2002)).

69 Price v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 26 A.3d 162, 166 (Del. 2011) (citing
Clinton v. Enter. Rent-A-Car Co., 977 A.2d 892, 895 (Del. 2009)).

70
+J@K>@GL(3=>C 0 5QJK& 2'5' N' 8MJG@J, 846 A.2d 963, 972 (Del. Ch. 2000) (Steele,
V.C., by designation).
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1. The Complaint does not support a reasonable inference that an enforceable
contract existed with respect to the Serenity Agreement.

7 pgR]ZU T`_ecRTe ViZded hYV_ &,' eYV aRceZVd Z_eV_UVU eYRe eYV T`_ecRTe h`f]U SZ_U

them, (2) the terms of the contract are sufficiently definite, and (3) the parties exchange

]VXR] T`_dZUVcReZ`_)q71 Under Delaware law, p`gVce ^R_ZWVdeReZ`_ `W RddV_eonot

subjective intentoT`_ec`]d eYV W`c^ReZ`_ `W R T`_ecRTe)q72 Whether both of the parties

manifested an Z_eV_e e` SV S`f_U pZd e` SV UVeVc^Z_VU `S[VTeZgV]j SRdVU fa`_ eYVZc

expressed words and deeds as manifested at the time rather than by their after-the-fact

professed subjective intent.q73 TYV 9`fcesd UVeVc^Z_ReZ`_ p^fde SV acV^ZdVU `_ eYV

totality of all such expressions and deeds given the attendant circumstances and the

`S[VTeZgVd eYRe eYV aRceZVd RcV ReeV^aeZ_X e` ReeRZ_)q74 To determine whether a binding

contract exists, therefore, courts in Delaware ]``\ W`c p`S[VTeZgV( T`_eV^a`cR_V`fd

evidencV Z_UZTRePZ_XQ eYRe eYV aRceZVd YRgV cVRTYVU R_ RXcVV^V_e(q hYVeYVc eYRe SV Z_ eYV

aRceZVds da`\V_ h`cUd `c hcZeZ_Xd)75

a. Intent to be bound

Applying these principles at the motion to dismiss stage, I first look to the factual

allegations of the Complaint to determine whether Plaintiffs could prove under any

71 Osborn ex rel. Osborn v. Kemp, 991 A.2d 1153, 1158 (Del. 2010); see also Otto v.
Gore, 45 A.3d 120, 138 (Del. 2012).

72 Indus. Am., Inc. v. Fulton Indus., Inc., 285 A.2d 412, 415 (Del. 1971).

73 Debbs v. Berman, 1986 WL 1243, at *7 (Del. Ch. Jan. 29, 1986).
74 Id.

75 Id.
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reasonably conceivable set of facts that the parties made objective manifestations of an

intent to be bound by the alleged Serenity Agreement. Taking all well-pled facts alleged

as true, and drawing all rVRd`_RS]V Z_WVcV_TVd Z_ G]RZ_eZWWds WRg`c( Rd @ ^fde( @

nevertheless conclude that it is not reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs could prove that

the parties shared an intent to be bound by the Serenity Agreement.

Counts I and II of the Complaint allege the following:

Pursuant to the Serenity Agreement, the Cheval Plaintiffs
agreed to provide $10,000,000 ($7,465,000 more than its pro
rata amount) towards the bridge loans in exchange for the
Xstelos Entitiess R_U 9`fTY^R_sd ViacVdd RXcVV^V_e e`
effectuate the transfer of an additional 60.5% of Serenity to
the Cheval Plaintiffs following consummation of the merger
resulting in a total ownership of 80%. The Xstelos Entities
and Couchman promised the Cheval Plaintiffs that they
would memorialize the agreement shortly after consummation
of the CPEX transaction.76

So, according to Plaintiffs, the quid pro quo of the Serenity Agreement is that: (1) the

Cheval Plaintiffsodefined by them to include Cheval Holdings and both Black Horse

fundsowould make the $10 million Bridge Loan; and (2) in return, Xstelos and

9`fTY^R_ h`f]U VWWVTefReV R ecR_dWVc `W R 1+)0% Z_eVcVde Z_ pIVcV_Zejq e` eYV 9YVgR]

Plaintiffs following the consummation of the CPEX merger.77

76 Compl. ¶¶ 135-36, 142-43.

77 This Section focuses narrowly on the aRceZVds Z_eV_e e` SV S`f_U Sj the Serenity
Agreement. The parties vigorously dispute the parameters of the Serenity
Agreement in terms of what prVTZdV]j pIVcV_Zejq Zd `c hY` acVTZdV]j hRd dfaa`dVU
e` XZgV R_U cVTVZgV pIVcV_Zejq f_UVc eYV R]]VXVU 7XcVV^V_e) JY`dV ZddfVd RcV
discussed infra in Section II.B.1.b.
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As recited supra, the alleged Serenity Agreement was reached during a phone call

pZ_ `c RS`fe ;VTV^SVc -+,0(q R eZ^V aVcZ`U UfcZ_X hYZTY 9YRaaV]] R_U 9`fTY^R_ da`\V

by telephone multiple times each business day regarding the CPEX merger.78 On January

3, 2011, the parties executed at least five sophisticated legal agreements to accomplish

the CPEX acquisition: the Merger Agreement, the Commitment Letter, the Consulting

7XcVV^V_e( eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( R_U eYV 8EOD C`R_) JR\Z_X eYV eVc^d `W eYV

Serenity Agreement as alleged in the Complaint, it is not reasonably conceivable that

Plaintiffs could prove under Delaware law that the parties intended to be bound by the

Serenity Agreement, in light of their execution only days or weeks later of these written

agreements.

The Complaint avers eYRe G]RZ_eZWWds dZUV `W eYV alleged Serenity bargain was that

peYV 9YVgR] G]RZ_eZWWdq h`f]U pac`gZUV $,+(+++(+++ &$2(/10(+++ ^`cV eYR_ Zed ac` cReR

R^`f_e' e`hRcUd eYV ScZUXV ]`R_d)q79 Indeed, the Serenity transfer is alleged to have been

pa central preconditionq e` G]RZ_eZWWds ^R\Z_g the $10 million Bridge Loan and rescuing

the CPEX deal.80 IVTeZ`_ .)2 `W eYV DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_e( V_eZe]VU p=Z_R_TZ_X(q deReVd eYRe

eYV DVcXVc WZ_R_TZ_X phZ]] T`_dZde `W R_ RXXcVXReV `W _`e ]Vdd eYR_ $3+(+++(+++ `W

financing, comprised of $16,000,000 of financing from the FB Financing Parties [defined

as Footstar and the Black Horse funds] (of which $3,000,000 has already been funded

78 Compl. ¶ 57.

79 Compl. ¶¶ 135-36, 142-43.

80 Id. ¶ 64.
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into Merger Sub and NewCo and $13,000,000 of which is committed pursuant to the FB

9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVcd') ) ) )q81 Section 3.7 further states that the FB Commitment Letters

e`XVeYVc hZeY eYV 8EOD C`R_ pdYR]]( T`]]VTeZgV]j( SV cVWVccVU e` Rd eYV rFinancing

Agreements(sq and eYRe( pJYVcV RcV _` T`_UZeZ`_d acVTVUV_e `c T`_eZ_XV_TZVd cV]ReVU e`

the funding of the full amount of the Financing, other than as expressly set forth in the

Financing Agreements, and there are no side letters or other contracts or arrangements

cV]ReVU e` eYV =Z_R_TZ_X `eYVc eYR_ eYV =Z_R_TZ_X 7XcVV^V_ed)q82

The Complaint makes clear that Plaintiffs considered the Serenity Agreement a

pcentral preconditionq to their willingness to put up the $10 million, and that the $10

^Z]]Z`_ 8cZUXV C`R_ hRd eYV `_]j T`_dZUVcReZ`_ `_ G]RZ_eZWWds dZUV `W eYV IVcV_Zej

bargain. Given these allegations, the only reasonable inference from the language of

Section 3.7 of the Merger Agreement is that the Serenity Agreement would have been set

forth or at least referenced specifically Z_ eYV p=Z_R_TZ_X 7XcVV^V_edqoi.e., in the

Commitment Letter. But, the Commitment Letter, which was signed on the same day as

the Merger Agreement by Chappell on behalf of the Black Horse funds and Couchman on

behalf of FCB Holdings, makes no reference to the Serenity Agreement.

In the Commitment Letter, 9YRaaV]] R_U 8]RT\ ?`cdV RXcVVU eYRe( pIfS[VTe e`

Paragraph 2 hereof, the Sponsor [Black Horse] hereby commits to provide, or cause an

RddZX_VV aVc^ZeeVU Sj GRcRXcRaY / `W eYZd 9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVc e` ac`gZUV( R ]`R_ &peYV

81 Merger Agreement § 3.7.

82 Id.
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C`R_q' e` 8fjVc P=98 ?`]UZ_XdQq Z_ eYV R^`f_e `W $,+ ^Z]]Z`_) pJYV C`R_(q Ze

continues( pdYR]] XV_VcR]]j SV `_ eYV eVc^d dVe W`ceY Z_ <iYZSZe 7 ReeRTYVU YVcVe`)q

Paragraph 2 of the Commitment Letter states c`_UZeZ`_d pdfS[VTe e`q hYZTY 8]RT\ ?`cdV

was committing the Loan. Plaintiffs do not contend, however, that anything in the

Commitment Letter, Paragraph 2, or Exhibit A thereto made reference to the Serenity

Agreement, either by name or in substance.

JYV pIf^^Rcj `W JVc^dq ReeRTYVU Rd <iYZSZe 7 e` eYV 9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVc Zd [fde

over two pages long. It refers to terms such as the borrower and lender, the loan amount,

closing date, interest rate, maturity, repayment and security terms, events of default,

covenants, and a three-percent loan fee. Plaintiffs do not assert, nor could they, that

Serenity is mentioned anywhere in this term sheet. Chappell and Couchman, on behalf of

Black Horse and FCB Holdings, explicitly RXcVVU( Y`hVgVc( eYRe( pJYZd 9`^^Ze^V_e

Letter, together with the Merger Agreement, reflects the entire understanding of the

parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and shall not be contradicted or qualified

Sj R_j `eYVc RXcVV^V_e( `cR] `c hcZeeV_( SVW`cV eYV UReV YVcV`W)q83

7TT`cUZ_X e` eYV ReeRTYVU If^^Rcj `W JVc^d( eYV pGfca`dVq `W eYV 9`^^Ze^V_e

Letter, as described in the Letter itself, was to reflect Black Horsesd commitment to loan

$10 million in bridge financing to FCB Holdings. The $10 million Bridge Loan is the

reason the Commitment Letter exists; it, and it alone, Zd eYV pdfS[VTe ^ReeVcq `W eYV CVeeVc)

The only reasonable inference from the Commitment Letter is that there was no other

83 Commitment Letter ¶ 10.
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pf_UVcdeR_UZ_X `W eYV aRceZVdq hZeY cVdaVTe e` eYV $,+ ^Z]]Z`_ Bridge Loan. I conclude,

therefore, that is not reasonably conceivable that Chappell and Couchman could have

signed the Commitment Letter while also intending to manifest assent to another,

undisclosed, side agreement concerning the Bridge Loan.84

This conclusion is buttressed by the plain language of the other Acquisition

Agreements as well. According to the Complaint, the consideration to be provided by

DefenUR_eds dZUV `W eYV R]]VXVU IVcV_Zej SRcXRZ_ hRd eYRe eYV NdeV]`d <_eZeZVd R_U

Couchman would peffectuate the transfer of an additional 60.5% of Serenity to the

Cheval Plaintiffs following consummation of the merger resulting in a total ownership of

3+%)q85 The Complaint also alleges that all parties understood that, post-closing, CPEX

and all of its assets would be held 100 percent by FCB Holdings, which in turn was held

80.5 percent and 19.5 percent, respectively, by Footstar and Cheval Holdings. The

parties carefully designed this structure to accomplish their tax avoidance goals. The

only reasonable inference, therefore, is that at some time after closing, the Serenity assets

would have to be transferred from FCB Holdings to one or more of the Cheval Plaintiffs.

84 I also note in this regard that the actual Bridge Loan Agreement, signed by
Chappell for Black Horse and Couchman for FCB Holdings at the April 5, 2011
closing of the CPEX Merger, is similarly devoid of any reference to pIVcV_Zejq `c
the alleged Serenity Agreement. As with the Commitment Letter, the parties to
eYV 8cZUXV C`R_ 7XcVV^V_e RXcVVU eYRe5 pJYZd 7XcVV^V_e( Z_T]fUZ_X eYV ViYZSZed
attached thereto, constitutes the entire agreement of the parties relative to the
subject matter hereof and supersedes any and all other agreements or
f_UVcdeR_UZ_Xd( hYVeYVc hcZeeV_ `c `cR]( cV]ReZgV e` eYV ^ReeVcd UZdTfddVU YVcVZ_)q
Bridge Loan Agreement § 11(b).

85 Compl. ¶¶ 135-36, 142-43.
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?VcV RXRZ_( eYV a]RZ_ ]R_XfRXV `W eYV aRceZVds AR_fRcj .( -+,, RXcVV^V_ed Zd Z_

T`_W]ZTe) 7TT`cUZ_X e` eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( =``edeRc R_U 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd

pUVV^PVUQ Ze e` SV Z_ eYVZc SVde Z_eVcVded e` ac`gZUV W`c TVceRZ_ ac`gZdZ`_d X`gVc_ing [1]

the control and operation of [FCB Holdings] . . . [2] restrictions on the transfer of the

IYRcVd P`W =98 ?`]UZ_XdQ R_U P.Q W`c gRcZ`fd `eYVc ^ReeVcd Rd dVe W`ceY YVcVZ_)q86 Article

@@ `W eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( RUUcVddZ_X 9`ca`cReV >`gVc_R_TV( includes a number

of Negative Covenants in which the parties agreed, among other things, that FCB

?`]UZ_Xd h`f]U _`e V_eVc Z_e` R_j pUVT]RcReZ`_ `c aRj^V_e `W R_j UZgZUV_Ud `c

UZdecZSfeZ`_d eYRe RcV _`e aRZU ac` cReR e` P=98 ?`]UZ_XdsQ de`T\Y`]UVcd)q87 To the extent

the parties were planning to distribute Serenity assets, or the stock of a new subsidiary

created to hold the Serenity assets, as Plaintiffs allege, such a distribution would not have

SVV_ ac` cReR RTT`cUZ_X e` =``edeRcsd R_U 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xdss 80.5 percent and 19.5

percent respective ownership of FCB Holdings.

Moreover, in Article V `W eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e, in which the parties

addressed dVgVcR] pDZdTV]]R_V`fdq ZddfVd( eYV aRceZVd RXcVVU eYRe p=``edeRc R_U 9YVgR]

[Holdings] shall in good faith negotiate, execute and deliver a tax sharing agreement on

`c acZ`c e` eYV T]`dZ_X `W eYV DVcXVc)q88 JYVj R]d` RXcVVU eYRe( p7d the parent of the

Group, Footstar, Inc. agrees that it shall, and shall cause the subsidiaries in the Group to,

86 Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e( 8RT\Xc`f_U ¶ E.

87 Id. § 2.2(o).

88 Id. § 5.2.
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use commercially reasonable efforts to preserve and maximize the utilization of the

[NOLs] for the benefit of the Group) ) ) )q89 Notably, in the case of both of these issues,

eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e cVW]VTed the partiess shared intent to execute a tax-sharing

agreement, and to hold Footstar to its promise that it would make proper use of the NOLs

in the future. Thus, if a dispute were to arise with respect to either of those topics, this

Court or any court would have contemporaneous evidence that an agreement existed, and

perhaps would entertain extrinsic evidence, if necessary, to determine whether and how

to enforce the terms of tYV aRceZVds agreements.

Identifying such ancillary agreements, if only in a summary manner, was

presumably necessary because the aRceZVd WfceYVc RXcVVU eYRe( pJYZd PIe`T\Y`]UVcdsQ

Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto in respect of the

subject matter hereof and supersedes all other prior agreements and understandings, both

written and oral, among the paceZVd Z_ cVdaVTe `W eYV dfS[VTe ^ReeVc YVcV`W)q 7XRZ_( Rd

deReVU Z_ eYV cVTZeR]d( eYV dfS[VTe ^ReeVc R_U afca`dV `W eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e hRd

W`c =``edeRc R_U 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd e` ac`gZUV W`c eYV WfefcV pT`_ec`] R_U `aVcReZ`_ `Wq

FCB Holdings and its subsidiaries. To my mind, it is not reasonably conceivable that the

parties could have executed such an agreement detailing the future control and operation

of FCB Holdings while also intending to be bound by an ill-defined, prior oral agreement

that would require FCB Holdings to effectuate the transfer of valuable corporate assets to

Cheval Holdings or Plaintiffs generally. 7d UV^`_decReVU Sj eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds

89 Id. l 0).) p>c`faq Zd R eVc^ UVWZ_VU eYVcV Rd ^VR_Z_X eYV NdeV]`d <_eZeZVd R_U
FCB Holdings.
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Agreement itself, eYV aRceZVd \_Vh Y`h e` ^R_ZWVde eYVZc dYRcVU Z_eV_e e` pZ_ X``U WRZeY

negotiReV( ViVTfeV R_U UV]ZgVc R eRi dYRcZ_X RXcVV^V_e(q R_U e` pfdV T`^^VcTZR]]j

cVRd`_RS]V VWW`ced e` acVdVcgV R_U ^RiZ^ZkVq eYV EFCd W`c eYVZc ^fefR] SV_VWZe. It is

unreasonable to infer, therefore, that the parties had a shared intention to transfer the

Serenity assets away from FCB Holdings on a non-pro rata basis at a later date for no

additional consideration, when there is no mention of any such agreement or

f_UVcdeR_UZ_X Z_ eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e `c R_j `W eYV `eYVc 7TbfZdZeZ`_

Agreements.

In arguing for a contrary conclusion, Plaintiffs rely heavily on PharmAthene, Inc.

v. SIGA Technologies, Inc.90 In that case, SIGA Technologies negotiated with

PharmAthene to collaborate in the development of an unproven drug technology (pSIGA-

-/1q' `h_VU Sj I@>7) The parties first discussed a licensing agreement and

memorialized their agreement to collaborate in a two-page document referred to as a

pCZTV_dV 7XcVV^V_e JVc^ IYVVeq `c pC7JI(q hYZTY UVdTcZSVU eYV aRceZVds `S[VTeZgV Z_

the collaboration and laid out a framework of economic terms relating to patent matters,

licenses, license fees, and royalties. JYV C7JI ZedV]W S`cV R ]VXV_U eYRe dRZU pE`_

8Z_UZ_X JVc^d)q The parties later explored a possible merger and entered into a merger

agreement and a bridge loan agreement in which they undertook, if the merger did not go

90 PharmAthene, Inc. v. SIGA Techs., Inc. (PharmAthene I), 2008 WL 151855 (Del.
Ch. Jan. 16, 2008), =AAQ? DG I=JL& J@NQ? DG I=JL, 67 A.3d 330, 346 (Del. 2013). As
_`eVU Z_ eYV IfacV^V 9`fcesd `aZ_Z`_ Z_ Pharmathene, this Court issued at least
six separate opinions or orders in that case. In the interest of brevity, I use the
same short form names (PharmAthene I-VI) for those opinions as the Supreme
Court did. 67 A.3d at 340-41 nn.21-26.
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forward, to negotiate in good faith a license agreement to SIGA-246 in accordance with

the LATS.

PharmAthene expended funds and provided information and technological support

to SIGA in connection with the continued development of SIGA-246. Less than three

months after the LATS was created, SIGA and PharmAthene signed a Letter of Intent to

merge the companies, and attached a pMerger Term Sheet)q The Merger Term Sheet laid

out terms for tax treatment, consideration, and financing. It also stated that the parties

agreed to negotiate in good faith the terms of a definitive License Agreement for SIGA-

246( pZ_ RTT`cUR_TV hZeY eYV eVc^d dVe W`ceY Z_ eYV [LATSQ(q91 if the merger did not take

place.

Several weeks later, the parties entered into a Bridge Loan Agreement whereby

PharmAthene loaned $3 million to SIGA for expenses related to the Merger, the

continued development of SIGA-246, and overhead. The Bridge Loan Agreement

provided that, upon termination of the Merger Term Sheet or a failure to execute a

UVWZ_ZeZgV DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_e( eYV aRceZVd phZ]] _VX`eZReV Z_ X``U WRZeY hZeY eYV Z_eV_eZ`_

of executing a definitive License Agreement in accordance with the terms set forth in the

License Agreement JVc^ IYVVe)q92 Shortly thereafter, a Merger Agreement was

ViVTfeVU( Z_ hYZTY eYV aRceZVd RXcVVU eYRe( pKa`_ R_j eVc^Z_ReZ`_ `W eYZd 7XcVV^V_e(

SIGA and Pharmathene will negotiate in good faith with the intention of executing a

91 PharmAthene I, 2008 WL 151855, at *10.

92 Id.
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definitive License Agreement in accordance with the terms set forth in the License

7XcVV^V_e JVc^ IYVVe)q93 The LATS was attached as an exhibit to the Merger

Agreement, as it was with the Bridge Loan Agreement.

By the time the merger was supposed to close, SIGA-246 achieved some success

related to its clinical testing, and its value, previously uncertain, now had a greater

prospect of being very large. Ultimately, tYV DVcXVc UZU _`e T]`dV( R_U eYV aRceZVds

subsequent discussions failed to produce a license agreement. PharmAthene sued for

breach of contract and for non-contractual relief, arguing that the LATS evidenced a

binding agreement by SIGA to enter into a license agreement for SIGA-246 according to

its terms.

In dVTZUZ_X I@>7sd ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd( eYZd 9`fce observed that: pEVZther the

C7JI R]`_V _`c eYV C7JI e`XVeYVc hZeY GYRc^7eYV_Vsd aRceZR] aVcW`c^R_TV RcV ]Z\V]j e`

be sufficient to show the parties intended to be bound by the LATS as an agreement to

RXcVV)q94 Based on the subsequent written agreements signed by the parties, however, the

9`fce T`_T]fUVU eYRe GYRc^7eYV_V pT`_TVZgRS]j T`f]U RUUfTV WRTed eYRe dfaa`ce eYV

allegations in its Complaint that the parties intended to bind themselves to enter into a

]ZTV_dV RXcVV^V_e T`_dZdeV_e hZeY eYV C7JI)q95 The 9`fce W`f_U peYV Tfmulative effect

`W eYV C7JI( eYV 8cZUXV C`R_ 7XcVV^V_e( eYV DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_e( R_U eYV aRceZVds

93 Id. at *11.

94 Id. at *9.

95 Id. at *12.
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T`_UfTeq96 made it reasonably conceivable the parties had an enforceable agreement that

they would enter into a contract in accordance with the material terms of the LATS, and

that those material terms were sufficiently well-pled to withstand a motion to dismiss

under Delaware law.97

The Cheval G]RZ_eZWWd RcXfV eYRe eYVZc R]]VXReZ`_d RcV pgZcefR]]j ZUV_eZTR]q e` eY`dV

alleged by the plaintiff in PharmAthene.98 I note initially that, even if this were true, it

h`f]U _`e dfaa`ce G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_e eYRe eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e, in itself, was a fully

developed and enforceable contract. 7_ Z^a`ceR_e acV^ZdV `W G]RZ_eZWWds argument is that

the oral Serenity Agreement is analogous to the LATS in the PharmAthene case, and that,

as this Court in PharmAthene found it reasonably conceivable that the parties there

intended to be bound by the LATS, so should it find here with respect to the Serenity

Agreement. This Court noted at the motion to dismiss stage in PharmAthene, however,

eYRe pNot even PharmAthene contends the f_dZX_VU C7JI R]`_V( hZeY eYV rE`_ 8Z_UZ_X

JVc^ds legend, ccVReVd R_ V_W`cTVRS]V T`_ecRTe)q99 As this Court indicated in

PharmAthene, had the plaintiff relied on the LATS alone, or the LATS in combination

96 Id. at *9.

97 @_ cVgZVhZ_X eYZd 9`fcesd a`de-trial Opinion, PharmAthene III, 2011 WL 4390726
(Del. Ch. Sept. 22, 2011)( eYV ;V]RhRcV IfacV^V 9`fce YV]U eYRe( pthe record
supports the Vice Chance]]`csd WRTefR] T`_T]fdZ`_ eYRe rincorporation of the LATS
into the Bridge Loan and Merger Agreements reflects an intent on the part of both
parties to negotiate toward a license agreement with economic terms substantially
similar to the terms of the LATS if eYV ^VcXVc hRd _`e T`_df^^ReVU)sq SIGA
Techs., Inc. v. PharmAthene, Inc., 67 A.3d 330, 346 (Del. 2013).

98 G]d)s 7_dhVcZ_X 8c) &pPABq' 0)

99 PharmAthene I, 2008 WL 151855, at *9.
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hZeY eYV aRceZVds R]]VXVU aRceZR] aVcW`c^R_TV, its claim likely would not have survived a

motion to dismiss.100 For PharmAthene e` dfaa`ce G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_e eYRe Ze Zd

reasonably conceivable that the oral Serenity Agreement alone created an enforceable

contract, that case would have to be read as finding that it was reasonably conceivable

that the LATS alone conceivably could have constituted an enforceable contract between

PharmAthene and SIGA. None of the C`fcesd cf]Z_Xd Z_ PharmAthene support that

proposition.101

Whether or not PharmAthene stands for the legal propositions Plaintiffs suggest it

does, the dispositive facts in that case are simply not present here. Where the plaintiff in

PharmAthene pointed to the written LATS document as evidence of an agreement as to

certain material terms, Plaintiffs here point to no contemporaneous memorialization of

the alleged Serenity Agreement. More problematic for Plaintiffs, however, is the fact that

the subsequent written agreements in PharmAthene explicitly referenced, reaffirmed, and

incorporated the LATSonot just once, but three times. That fact was highly material to

100 See id.

101 See id.; see also PharmAthene II, 2010 WL 4813553, at *7 (stating that for
afca`dVd `W eYV UVWV_UR_esd df^^Rcj [fUX^V_e ^`eZ`_( pI assume the parties
intended the LATS to be binding(q and proceeding to analyze the main question of
pwhether the alleged agreement nonetheless is unenforceable because it lacks
VddV_eZR] eVc^dq); and PharmAthene III, 2011 WL 4390726, at *15 (concluding in
post-trial opinion that the plaintiff PharmAthene peither has conceded that the
LATS standing alone is nonbinding or has failed to prove by even a
preponderance of the evidence that when the parties negotiated the LATS in
January 2006 they intended it to constitute a binding license agreementq')
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the 9`fcesd UV_ZR] `W eYe motion to dismiss in PharmAthene. In contrast, the subsequent

written agreements executed by the parties in this case do not contain a single word upon

which Plaintiffs could base a reasonably conceivable claim that a collateral oral

RXcVV^V_e ViZdeVU hZeY cVdaVTe e` VZeYVc eYV 8cZUXV C`R_ `c =98 ?`]UZ_Xdss assets post-

merXVc) @_UVVU( eR\Z_X Rd ecfV G]RZ_eZWWds WRTefR] R]]VXReZ`_d as to what the Serenity

Agreement required each party to do, the alleged terms of the Serenity Agreement would

conflict directly with the plain language of the Acquisition Agreements.

Delaware adheres to the objective theory of contract law precisely because of

situations like this one. This Court cannot know what was in the minds of the parties

three years ago when the Serenity Agreement allegedly came into being. The relevant

inquiry, however, is not hYRe eYV aRceZVds dfS[VTeZgV Z_eV_e hRd eYV_ `c Zd TfccV_e]j) JYZd

9`fce( R_U R]] ;V]RhRcV T`fced( ]``\ e` eYV aRceZVds `fehRcU ^R_ZWVdeReZ`_d `W Z_eV_e R_U

construe them according to the meaning they would have in the eyes of a reasonable

person in like circumstancesoi.e., their objective meaning.102 The parties in

PharmAthene documented the principal terms of their agreement in the LATS and then

reaffirmed and re-incorporated those terms in their subsequent written agreements. Thus,

an important reason why it was reasonably conceivable at the motion to dismiss stage that

PharmAthene might SV RS]V e` ac`gV R ScVRTY `W T`_ecRTe T]RZ^ hRd eYRe eYV aRceZVds

102 See Osborn, 991 A.2d at 1159 &pDelaware adheres e` eYV r`S[VTeZgVs eYV`cy of
T`_ecRTed( Z)V) R T`_ecRTess construction should be that which would be understood
Sj R_ `S[VTeZgV( cVRd`_RS]V eYZcU aRcej)q).
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contemporaneous words and writings objectively evidenced a shared intent to be

bound.103

The facts alleged in the Complaint here indicate that Plaintiffs subjectively

believed in December 2010, and believe still, that they were promised an asset or set of

assets then owned by CPEX and now owned by FCB Holdings. The facts as alleged,

however, do not support a reasonable inference of an objective manifestation of the

aRceZVds dYRcVU Z_eV_e e` SV S`f_U Sj eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e Re eYV eZ^V `W Zed R]]VXVU

formation. Indeed, the behavior of the parties in the days and weeks surrounding the

alleged oral Serenity Agreement undermines the possibility that the Court could find it

reasonably conceivable that they had such a shared intent. Further, tYV 9`^a]RZ_esd _`_-

T`_T]fd`cj WRTefR] R]]VXReZ`_d T`_TVc_Z_X eYV aRceZVds RTeZ`_d after the time of the

Serenitj 7XcVV^V_esd W`c^ReZ`_ U` _`e dfaa`ce R cVRd`_RS]V Z_WVcV_TV eYRe eYV aRceZVd

intended to be bound, either. As recited supra, from February 2012 until December

2012, the parties had discussions about and drafted documents for a transaction in which

certain 9G<N cVR] VdeReV h`f]U SV XZgV_ e` NdeV]`d R_U pIVcV_Zejq RddVed h`f]U SV XZgV_

to Plaintiffs. As discussed more fully in the next section, the parties failed to reach

agreement in 2012 as to the meaning of certain essential eVc^d( ]Z\V pIVcV_Zej)q Ifch

ultimately fruitless negotiations, beginning in earnest a year after the CPEX Merger and

well over a year after the December 2010 Serenity Agreement, cannot support a

103 See PharmAthene I, 2008 WL 151855, at *9.
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reasonable inference of an intent to be bound by that oral agreement in the face of the

contemporaneous evidence to the contrary in the form of the Acquisition Agreements.

Plaintiffs attempt to escape the plain language of the Acquisition Agreements by

RcXfZ_X eYRe _`_V `W eYV Z_eVXcReZ`_ T]RfdVd pSZ_Ud all of the parties to the Serenity

AgcVV^V_e)q104 In particular, they assert that, as alleged, the Serenity Agreement is a

contract among Xstelos, Couchman, Cheval Holdings, and both Black Horse Funds.

Thus, Plaintiffs contend, even if Black Horse is bound by the integration clauses in the

Commitment Letter and the Bridge Loan Agreement, Cheval Holdings is not; and while

9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xd ^Rj SV S`f_U Sj eYV Z_eVXcReZ`_ T]RfdV Z_ eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e(

Black Horse is not.

Plaintiffss RcXf^V_e Zd f_aVcdfRdZgV Wc`^ Re ]VRde eh` aVcdaVTeZgVd. On the one

hand, artfully pleading the entities and persons to the Serenity Agreement so that either

Black Horse or Cheval Holdings will be able to avoid the integration clauses of the

7TbfZdZeZ`_ 7XcVV^V_ed ZX_`cVd eYV cf]V eYRe prelated contemporaneous documents

should be read together)q105 The wisdom of that rule carries particular force where, as

here, the multiple written agreements make reference to and incorporate one another in

104 PAB 20-23 (emphasis added).

105 Ashall Homes Ltd. v. 641 ,GLFQL .p. Inc., 992 A.2d 1239, 1250 (Del. Ch. 2010)
(citing Crown Books Corp. v. Bookstop Inc., 1990 WL 26166, at *1 (Del. Ch. Feb.
28, 1990); 17A C.J.S. Contracts § 315, at 337 (1999); 11 Richard A. Lord,
WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 30:26, at 239-42 (4th ed. 1999); RESTATEMENT

(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 202(2) (1981)).
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various ways, accomplish different aspects of the same takeover transaction, and are

signed by the same two persons, even if on behalf of various separate entities.106

On the other hand, accepting G]RZ_eZWWsd erroneous premise only creates a different,

fatal problem for their breach of contract claim: if the parties to the Serenity Agreement

are sufficiently amorphous to evade the integrated Acquisition Agreements, that fact

would render the Serenity Agreement itself too indefinite to enforce. As noted

previously, the allegations about which parties are alleged to have rights under the

Serenity Agreement are different in various paragraphs of the Complaint. By identifying

eYV ac`^ZdVV f_UVc eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e Rd p9YVgR](q which the Complaint defines as

including three separate entities, Cheval Holdings and the two Black Horse funds,

Plaintiffs may have sought to avoid the combined effect of the Commitment Letter, the

8cZUXV C`R_ 7XcVV^V_e( R_U eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e) 8fe accepting that definition

would place this Court in the untenable position of having to choose which entity or

entities should receive the remedy (be it specific performance or monetary damages) for

breach of the Serenity Agreement, if that Agreement is to be enforced. Delaware courts

pwill not supply VddV_eZR] eVc^d e` eYV T`_ecRTe(q107 and in this case, I conclude that

G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_e cVXRcUZ_X eYV aRceZVd `W eYV IVcV_Zej 7XcVV^V_e h`f]U cVbfZcV eYV

Court to do just that, or, alternatively, to accept a tortured construction of the Acquisition

Agreements. I decline to do either.

106 See supra Section I.B.3.b.

107 Mehiel v. Solo Cup Co., 2005 WL 1252348, at *8 (Del. Ch. May 13, 2005).
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For the foregoing reasons, I conclude that it is not reasonably conceivable that the

parties intended to be bound by the Serenity Agreement as alleged. I therefore dismiss

Counts I and II of the Complaint.

b. Material terms of the alleged contract

As previously stated, one requirement to prove the existence of a contract is to

demonstrate that the terms of the contract are sufficiently definite.108 Plaintiffs failed to

show that, based on the allegations in the Complaint and the reasonable inferences drawn

from them, they conceivably could meet that requirement. Specifically, I find, as a

separate and independent basis for dismissing Counts I and II, that the Complaint does

not contain sufficient factual allegations to support a reasonable inference that the parties

reached R_ RXcVV^V_e Rd e` eYV ^VR_Z_X `W pIVcV_Zejq Z_d`WRc Rd eYRe eVc^ Zd fdVU e`

denote the asset(s) to be transferred under the Serenity Agreement.

Defendants argue that the Complaint never squarely defines pIVcVnity,q assigning

it different meanings in different paragraphs, and that Plaintiffs therefore have not alleged

that there was an agreement as to this material term of the alleged contract. Plaintiffs

counter eYRe IVcV_Zej Zd ZUV_eZWZVU Rd pR_ Z_eVcVde Z_ `_V aRceZTf]Rc fdV `W 9G<N

technoloXj5 9G<Nsd aReV_eVU 9G<-215 drug delivery technology as combined with

7]]VcXR_ @_T)sd &`c Zed RddZX_VVds `c dfTTVdd`cds' aReV_eVU ]`h-dose desmopressin

technology for the treatment of nocturia, a urological disorder characterized by frequent

nighttime urination, and other related conditions)q109 Plaintiffs asserted in both the

108 Osborn, 991 A.2d at 1158; see also Otto v. Gore, 45 A.3d 120, 138 (Del. 2012).
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Complaint and their arguments that eYZd Z_eVcVde pZ_T]fUVU eYV eYV_-developed

combination, known as SER-120,110 Sfe Zd p_`e ]Z^ZeVU e` I<H-,-+)q111

Elsewhere, the Complaint describes Serenity as being ^`cV eYR_ p^VcV]jq eYV

royalty rights owed to CPEX under the Allergan License. Rather, Plaintiffs contend that

the parties understood Serenity e` Z_T]fUV R pdVaRcReV ]ZTV_dVq eYRe h`f]U SV TcVReVU Z_

order to give Plaintiffs whatever residual proprietary interest CPEX held with respect to

CPE-215 (as used with desmopressin) that enabled CPEX to enter into the Allergan

License in the first instance.112 Setting aside that a necessary predicate to the existence of

SER-120 is the ability to use low-dose desmopressin, which is separately patented and

owned by Allergan, Plaintiffs appear to allege that if SER-120 and the Allergan License

d`^VY`h TVRdVU e` ViZde( pIVcV_Zejq Rd R_ RddVe `c Sf_U]V `W cZXYed deZ]] h`f]U ViZde R_U

would confer upon its owner the rights to use the CPE-215 delivery technology, in

conjunction with desmopressin, for the treatment of nocturia and related disorders.113

109 PAB 12 (quoting Compl. ¶ 9).

110 Id. (quoting Compl. ¶ 10).

111 Id. at 15 (citing Compl. ¶¶ 57-59).

112 See Compl. ¶¶ 64, 76-81; see also id. ¶ 63 (alleging that the Serenity Agreement
contemplated a transfer of p&Z' eYV license rights to Serenity through a separate
]ZTV_dV RXcVV^V_e hZeY 9G<N R_U &ZZ' dfS[VTe e` 7]]VcXR_sd T`_dV_e( the Allergan
License . . . .q).

113 Those elements (CPE-215, used with desmopressin, for the treatment of nocturia)
dVV^ e` SV _VTVddRcj e` eYV UVWZ_ZeZ`_ `W pIVcV_Zejq Rd G]RZ_eZWWs have pled it. See
Arg. Tr. 62-70.
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Although Plaintiffs clarified their position somewhat in their briefing and at

argument, the Complaint still fails to allege facts from which a fact-finder reasonably

could infer the existence of a shared understanding of the parties as to the meaning of

pIVcV_Zejq dfWWZTZV_e to support an enforceable contract under Delaware law. I reach this

conclusion for two rVRd`_d) =Zcde( G]RZ_eZWWds `h_ RceZTf]ReZ`_ `W hYRe T`_deZefeVd

pIVcV_Zejq ]RT\d Z_eVc_R] T`YVcV_TV) 7_U dVT`_U( dVeeZ_X eYV Z_eVc_R] Z_T`YVcV_TV RdZUV(

Ze Zd YZXY]j bfVdeZ`_RS]V hYVeYVc G]RZ_eZWWds UVWZ_ZeZ`_ `W eYV eVc^ TR_ SV dbfRcVU hZeY eYV

reality `W 9G<Nsd ]Z^ZeVU cZXYed f_UVc eYV 7]]VcXR_ CZTV_dV hZeY cVdaVTe e` I<H-120 and

any related drug technology.

G]RZ_eZWWds `h_ UVdTcZaeZ`_d `W pIVcV_Zejq gRcj eYc`fXY`fe eYV 9`^a]RZ_e Z_ hRjd

that make it inconceivable for this Court to find that the term is sufficiently definite to be

enforceable. In some paragraphs, Plaintiffs seem to equate Serenity with SER-120.114 As

discussed above, however, Plaintiffs also allege that they and Defendants understood

pIVcV_Zejq e` SV d`^VeYZ_X ^`cV eYR_ [fde I<H-120 or the rights CPEX has pursuant to

eYV 7]]VcXR_ CZTV_dV) G]RZ_eZWWd dfXXVde eYRe pIVcV_Zejq Zd d`^VeYZ_X ^`cV eYR_ 9G<Nsd

rights under the Allergan License to receive royalty payments as to SER-120, but they

have not alleged exactly what more it is. As Plaintiffs claim to have understood it,

114 See, e.g.( G78 ,1 &bf`eZ_X 9`^a]) m 11' &p<RTY eZ^V YV hRd Rd\VU( 9`fTY^R_
reaffirmed that he would stand by the agreement and that the parties would work
out the specific governance and control provisions over SER-120 by using a
mirror image of the terms set forth in the contemplated FCB Holdings
Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e)q'
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pIVcV_Zejq ^Rj cVbfZcV R_ V_eZcV dVe `W _Vh ]ZTV_dZ_X RXcVV^V_ed Rd SVehVV_ 7]]VcXR_(

CPEX, and Plaintiffs. The Complaint alleges, for example, that:

Xstelos acknowledged the need for a separate license solely
for the limited purpose of performing under the Allergan
License while Cheval was seeking to document the
previously agreed to broader license that encompassed
9G<Nsd aReV_eVU UcfX UV]ZgVcj djdeV^ T`^SZ_VU hZeY
7]]VcXR_sd aReV_eVU ]`h-dose desmopressin technology for
the treatment of nocturia and other related conditions.115

G]RZ_eZWWd ReeV^ae e` U`h_a]Rj eYV UZWWVcV_TVd SVehVV_ R p^VcVq RddZX_^V_e `W eYV

Allergan License or the right to royalties under that License on the one hand and the

pSc`RUVc ]ZTV_dVq eYVj T]aim to have been promised on the other. But this is a gap they

cannot conceivably bridge by way of some ill-defined communications in December

2010, given the complicated nature of these types of licensing agreements.

These differing descriptions point to a vagueness that this Court or any court

would be ill-equipped to resolve. In this regard, the LATS in the PharmAthene case

provides a helpful contrast. At the motion to dismiss stage, this Court ruled that the

LATS conceivably could contain all the material and essential terms of the license

agreement contemplated by the parties.116 This conclusion was based on the fact that the

two-page C7JI T`_eRZ_VU VgZUV_TV `W( R^`_X `eYVc eYZ_Xd5 &,' eYV aRceZVds `S[VTeZgV W`c

their partnership, and the territorial and technological scope of the venture; (2) the nature

115 9`^a]) m 3,) @ _`eV YVcV eYRe eYV pR_U `eYVc cV]ReVU T`_UZeZ`_dq ]R_XfRXV RaaVRcd
in other paragraphs of the Complaint as well. See, e.g., id. ¶ 9. The Complaint is
`eYVchZdV dZ]V_e( Y`hVgVc( Rd e` hYRe p`eYVc T`_UZeZ`_dq SVj`_U _`TefcZR ^ZXYe
T`^V f_UVc eYV R^SZe `W pIVcV_Zej)q

116 PharmAthene I, 2008 WL 151855, at *13-14.
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of the licenses each party would be granting and receiving, including the right to grant

sublicenses; (3) the licensing fees agreed to; and (4) the structure for milestone and

royalty payments.117 In this case, there is no analogous contemporaneous evidence of

several material terms of the Serenity Agreement.118

Moreover, where this Court in PharmAthene W`f_U eYRe eYV aRceZVds RWeVc-the-fact

conduct supported the conclusion that the LATS may have included all the material terms

of the contemplated licensing agreement,119 the available after-the-fact evidence in this

case is muddled at best. From June to November 2012, Xstelos discussed with Plaintiffs

eYV ecR_dWVc `W pIVcV_Zejq Z_ ViTYR_XV W`c eYV 9G<N `ffice building located in New

Hampshire and circulated draft documentation related to such a transfer. When Chappell

attempted to reduce this discussed agreement to a term sheet, the parties reached an

impasse, culminating in the December 19, 2012 email in which Couchman told Chappell,

p;R]V( j`f R_U @ _VgVc UZdTfddVU R ]ZTV_dV RXcVV^V_e) This is something new you are

asking for and we are not inclined to provide. We thought we were discussing a

transaction to sell 60% of the Serenity interest only. We h`_se ac`gZUV R ]ZTV_dV

117 Id.

118 In many paragraphs of the Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that Defendants agreed to
da]Ze `c ecR_dWVc pIVcV_Zej)q 8j fdZ_X eYVZc `h_ eVc^( Serenity, Plaintiffs imply in
a conclusory manner that it was a defined term, without pointing to words or deeds
of Defendants that manifested any shared understanding in that regard. See
Compl. ¶¶ 3, 9-11, 43, 57, 59, 61, 62, 67, 72, 73, 86, 95, 96.

119 Id. at *14.
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agreement.q120 Plaintiffs TYRcRTeVcZkV 9`fTY^R_sd deReV^V_e Rd R pdfUUV_q cVafUZReZ`_

of the agreement Plaintiffs thought they had made.121 Based on the entirety of the factual

allegations in the Complaint and the documents integral to it, however, the only

reasonable inference this Court can draw from these facts is that while Plaintiffs may

have YRU R dfS[VTeZgV f_UVcdeR_UZ_X `W hYRe pIVcV_Zejq ^VR_e that comports with the

allegations in their Complaint, when the parties finally attempted to reduce the agreement

to writing, it became clear that Defendants did not share G]RZ_eZWWds understanding and

apparently never had.

<gV_ ZW G]RZ_eZWWds UVdTcZaeZ`_ `W pIVcV_Zejq hVcV _`e gRXfV Z_ eYZd aRceZTf]Rc

respect, however, there is a more fundamental inconsistency here. In particular, it

RaaVRcd eYRe pIVcV_Zej(q Rd G]RZ_eZWWd d`^VeZ^Vd UVdTcZSV Ze( acVdfaa`dVd eYRe 9G<N YRd

greater rights vis-à-vis Allergan than are provided for under the Allergan License. The

Allergan License gives CPEX the right to receive milestone payments and a fixed-rate

royalty stream from Allergan based on sales resulting from its collaborative effort with

9G<N( R_U 9G<N YRd eYV RSZ]Zej e` fdV 7]]VcXR_sd UcfX eVTY_`]`Xj W`c afca`dVd `W

research related to the project.122 In terms of who actually has the ability to sell or market

120 Compl. ¶ 106.

121 Id.
122 The Allergan License is a lengthy and complicated document, but it is integral to

understanding the allegations of the Complaint and, therefore, may be considered
`_ ;VWV_UR_eds ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd) See note 27 supra. I focus here only on some
of its most relevant terms. See, e.g., Allergan License §§ 7.1-7.6 (concerning the
mutual granting of licenses between CPEX and Allergan) and §§ 6.1-6.6
(concerning payment rights under the License).
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R_j cVdf]eZ_X pGc`UfTeq f_UVc eYV 7]]VcXR_ CZTV_dV( Y`hVgVc( eYV CZTV_dV ^R\Vd T]VRc

that only Allergan, not CPEX, has that right as to SER-120 and any other drug

formulation containing AllerXR_sd dj_eYVeZT Y`c^`_V ^`]VTf]V Rd eYV RTeZgV Z_XcVUZV_e)

In this regard, @ _`eV eYV cVbfZcV^V_e Z_ IVTeZ`_ 3)/), eYRe 9G<N RddZX_ pZed cZXYe(

title, and interest in and to all Product Technology e` P7]]VcXR_Q)q JYV 7]]VcXR_ CZTV_dV

UVWZ_Vd pGc`UfTe JVTY_`]`Xjq e` ^VR_ R]] Z_gV_eZ`_d( ecRUV dVTcVed( Z_W`c^ReZ`_( VeT) eYRe

is: (1) developed in the conduct of the activities under the Research Plan; and (2) relates

pd`]V]j e` eYV 7TeZgV D`]VTf]V)q The Active Molecule is defined as the patented drug

technology Allergan brought to the table when the joint venture embodied in the Allergan

License began. The only reasonable inference that can be drawn from this contractual

decfTefcV Zd eYRe 9G<N U`Vd _`e p`h_q SER-120 or any other drug Product containing

desmopressin. Nor does it appear reasonable to infer that CPEX had the ability to

transfer any ownership rights therein, other than the right to receive a portion of the

anticipated royalty payments on any such Product, without extensively rewriting its

License with Allergan.

It is possible, therefore, that FCB Holdings or CPEX would not even be capable of

transferring to Plaintiffs something more than merely the rights to the milestone

payments and royalties provided by the Allergan License. But, such a circumstance

h`f]U T`_W]ZTe hZeY eYV R]]VXReZ`_d Z_ eYV 9`^a]RZ_e R_U G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_ed Rd e` hYRe

the parties were to exchange under the Serenity Agreement. For these reasons, I

conclude that, unlike in the PharmAthene case, it is not reasonably conceivable based on

the Complaint here and the reasonable inferences drawn from it that the material terms of
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the alleged Serenity Agreement could be proven to have been sufficiently definite to

comprise an enforceable contract.123

Because the essential terms of the Serenity Agreement have not been alleged with

sufficient definiteness to render that agreement enforceable, it is not reasonably

conceivable that the remedy of specific performance will be available in this case. To

123 Other cases cited by Plaintiffs to support their argument that the terms of the
Serenity Agreement are sufficiently definite are similarly unhelpful. In Walton v.
Beale, for example, this Court specifically enforced an oral contract for sale of real
estate between neighbors. 2006 WL 265489 (Del. Ch. Jan. 30, 2006), =AAQd, 913
A.2d 569 (Del. 2006). @_ cVRTYZ_X Zed T`_T]fdZ`_( eYZd 9`fce cV[VTeVU eYV dV]]Vcsd
argument that the contract lacked an esseneZR] eVc^ SVTRfdV Ze hRd T]VRc pS`eY
parties understood that the configuration of the property would be as drawn in the
cVT`cU a]R_(q hYZTY hRd dZX_VU Sj eYV aRceZVd R_U WZ]VU hZeY eYV T`f_ej
contemporaneously with the sale. Id. at *5. Similarly, this Court enforced an oral
contract to sell half of the stock of a Delaware corporation in Hazen v. Miller,
1991 WL 244240, at *2 (Del. Ch. Nov. 18, 1991). There, as to the assets to be
transferred, the Court found that peYV eVc^d &,,135 shares and $50 per share)
RaaVRc cVaVReVU]j R_U _`_T`_ec`gVcdZR]]j Z_ eYV U`Tf^V_ed(q (id.) and the
UVWV_UR_e( pSj YZd `S[VTeZgV ^R_ZWVdeReZ`_d( XRgV Pa]RZ_eZWWQ VgVcj cVRd`_ e`
SV]ZVgV eYRe Pa]RZ_eZWWQ h`f]U SVT`^V R 0+% de`T\Y`]UVc)q Id. at *4. Then-Vice
Chancellor Jacobs dideZ_XfZdYVU eYRe WRTefR] dZefReZ`_ Wc`^ pR TRdV dfTY Rd Raffles
v. Wichelhaus[,] hYVcV eYV UZdafeVU T`_ecRTe Z_g`]gVU R dYZa _R^VU rGVVc]Vdd(s Sfe
in fact two ships had that same name and each contracting party reasonably
Z_eV_UVU R UZWWVcV_e dYZa)q Id. (internal citation omitted).

The case at hand, with the R^SZXfZej dfcc`f_UZ_X pIVcV_Zej(q Zd readily
distinguishable from both Hazen and Walton. Both of those cases centered on the
transfer of an asset where the contemporaneous, shared understanding of the
parties was clear. Plaintiffs here have not alleged non-conclusory facts that would
bring this case in line with those as far as having sufficiently definite terms in the
contract. See also Hindes v. Wilm. Poetry SocQP, 138 A.2d 501, 503-04 (Del. Ch.
1958) &Y`]UZ_X eYRe pthe provision for the amount of royalty payments was an
essential term of the contractq SVehVV_ R_ RfeY`c R_U afS]ZdYVc( R_U WZ_UZ_X eYV
R]]VXVU T`_ecRTe R_ f_V_W`cTVRS]V pRXcVV^V_e e` RXcVVq hYVcV eYV aRceZVds T`_UfTe
had pnot progressed to the point where the indefiniteness in the royalty provision
has been cured)q')
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obtain specific performance, a plaintiff must adduce clear and convincing evidence as to

the essential terms of the contract.124 Having concluded that Plaintiffs could not

conceivably prove the existence of an enforceable Serenity Agreement based on the

allegations in the Complaint and all reasonable inferences drawn from them, it follows

ineluctably that Count II for specific performance must be dismissed, as well.

C. Counts VI, VII, and VIII

In Counts VI, VII, and VIII of the Complaint, which Plaintiffs plead in the

alternative to Counts I and II, they seek cV]ZVW W`c ;VWV_UR_eds alleged breach of the

Serenity promise based on the non-contractual theories of fraud, promissory estoppel, and

unjust enrichment. Based on the record currently before me, I conclude that it is not

reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs could prove the elements of any of these claims.

1. Neither fraud nor promissory estoppel is applicable here because Plaintiffs
cannot conceivably prove reasonable reliance on the Serenity promise.

a. Relevant legal principles

The elements necessary to plead a fraud claim under Delaware law are well

established.

To state a claim, the plaintiff must plead facts supporting an
inference that: (1) the defendant falsely represented or
omitted facts that the defendant had a duty to disclose; (2) the
defendant knew or believed that the representation was false
or made the representation with a reckless indifference to the
truth; (3) the defendant intended to induce the plaintiff to act
or refrain from acting; (4) the plaintiff acted in justifiable

124 Pharmathene I, 2008 WL 151855, at *15 (citing Williams v. White Oak Builders,
Inc., 2006 WL 1668348, at *4 (Del. Ch. June 6, 2006)).
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reliance on the representation; and (5) the plaintiff was
injured by its reliance.125

According to Court of Chancery Rule 4&S'( peYV TZcTf^deR_TVd T`_deZefeZ_X WcRfU `c

^ZdeR\V dYR]] SV deReVU hZeY aRceZTf]RcZej(q eY`fXY p[m]alice, intent, knowledge and other

T`_UZeZ`_ `W ^Z_U `W R aVcd`_ ^Rj SV RgVccVU XV_VcR]]j)q To satisfy Rule 9(b) at the

pleadings stage, Plaintiffs must allege: p&,' eYV eZ^V( a]RTV( R_U T`_eV_ed `W eYV WR]dV

representation; (2) the identity of the person making the representation; and (3) what the

aVcd`_ Z_eV_UVU e` XRZ_ Sj ^R\Z_X eYV cVacVdV_eReZ`_d)q126

Under the doctrine of promissory estoppel, a plaintiff must show by clear and

convincing evidence that: p(i) a promise was made; (ii) it was the reasonable expectation

of the promisor to induce action or forbearance on the part of the promisee; (iii) the

promisee reasonably relied on the promise and took action to his detriment; and (iv) such

promise is binding because injustice can be avoided only by enforcement of the

ac`^ZdV)q127 The allVXVU ac`^ZdV ^fde SV pR cVR] ac`^ZdV( _`e [fde ^VcV ViacVddZ`_d `W

ViaVTeReZ`_( `aZ_Z`_( `c Rddf^aeZ`_(q R_U pcVRd`_RS]j UVWZ_ZeV R_U TVceRZ_)q128

Accordingly, at the ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd deRXV( eYV 9`fcesd Z_bfZcj Zd hYVeYVc

Plaintiffs could prove the elements of fraudulent inducement or promissory estoppel

125 ABRY 5QJK V, L.P. v. F&W Acq. LLC, 891 A.2d 1032, 1050 (Del. Ch. 2006).

126 ABRY 5QJK, 891 A.2d at 1050.

127 Chrysler Corp. (Del.) v. Chaplake Hldgs., Ltd., 822 A.2d 1024, 1032 (Del. 2003).

128 Addy v. Piedmonte, 2009 WL 707641, at *22 (Del. Ch. Mar. 18, 2009) (citations
omitted).
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under any reasonably conceivable set of facts, taking all non-conclusory allegations in the

Complaint as true and drawing all reasonable inferences in favor of Plaintiffs.

b. It is not reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs could prove a claim for
fraudulent inducement or promissory estoppel.

Applying the relevant law to the facts alleged in this case, I conclude that

Plaintiffs have not stated a claim for fraud or promissory estoppel. Based on the record

before me, it is not reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs could prove the existence of a

critical element of the applicable testsonamely, justifiable or reasonable reliance.

With respect to their fraudulent inducement claim, Plaintiffs argue, among other

things, eYRe eYVj [fdeZWZRS]j cV]ZVU `_ ;VWV_UR_eds cVacVdV_eReZ`_s as to Serenity, because

p9YRaaV]] hRd TRcVWf] UfcZ_X eYVdV WcR_eZT eZ^Vd PZ_ ;VTV^SVc -+,0Q e` dVV\ 9`fTY^R_sd

repeated reassurance that he would stand by the Serenity Agreement even in the absence

of pre-T]`dZ_X U`Tf^V_eReZ`_)q129 Plaintiffs also contend that the Court should find

ac`^Zdd`cj Vde`aaV] YVcV SVTRfdV eYV 9`^a]RZ_e pR]]VXVd eYRe eYV cVTVZae `W eYV RUUZeZ`_R]

cZXYe e` IVcV_Zej hRd rR TV_ecR] acVT`_UZeZ`_s e` 8]RT\ ?`cdVsd hZ]]Z_X_Vss to loan

RUUZeZ`_R] R^`f_ed RS`gV G]RZ_eZWWds pro rata dYRcV)q130

Neither of these allegations suffice in the circumstances of this case to meet the

requirement for adequately pleading reasonable or justifiable reliance as a matter of

Delaware law. In support of their arguments as to justifiable reliance, Plaintiffs cited no

case in which a Delaware court, or any court, found the justifiable reliance element of

129 PAB 34 (citing Compl. ¶¶ 50-68).

130 PAB 36-37 (citing Compl. ¶ 64).
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fraud or promissory estoppel to have been satisfied where an oral promise was made that

directly conflicted with the plain language of a subsequent written agreement covering

the same subject matter. In H-M Wexford LLC v. Encorp, Inc.,131 this Court dismissed

claims for fraud and breach of contract brought by an investor against the company from

which he had purchased securities in a private placement.132 The plaintiff investor had

cVTVZgVU R acZgReV a]RTV^V_e ^V^`cR_Uf^ &pGGDq' before executing a formal purchase

agreement that contained an integration clause in which the parties agreed that the

purchase agreement was the entire understanding of the parties and no promises or

representations existed other than those in the purchase agreement.133 Granting a motion

to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), this Court concluded eYRe( pZW Pa]RZ_eZWWQ hR_eVU e` SV RS]V

to rely upon the PPM or particular facts represented therein, it had an obligation to

negotiate to have those matters included within the scope of the integration clause of the

T`_ecRTe)q134

131 832 A.2d 129 (Del. Ch. 2003).

132 The Court in H-M Wexford denied motions to dismiss, however, for breach of
contract and fraud claims that arose not from the PPM but from alleged
misrepresentations within the operative contract itself. Id. at 144-47. If anything,
the distinction drawn by the Court in H-M Wexford (between reliance on prior
representations later superseded by written agreements and representations within
an agreement itself) supports my conclusion here. Cf. ABRY 5QJK, 891 A.2d at
1055 n.46 (citing H-M Wexford Rd pR]]`hZ_X R T]RZ^ W`c WcRfU SRdVU `_ R]]VXVU
WR]dV cVacVdV_eReZ`_d ^RUV Z_ R GfcTYRdV 7XcVV^V_e)q'

133 H-M Wexford, 832 A.2d at 141.

134 Id. at 142.
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As alleged in the Complaint here, the promise at the core of the Serenity

Agreement was that, if Plaintiffs would make the $10 million Bridge Loan, Defendants

h`f]U XZgV R_ RUUZeZ`_R] 1+)0 aVcTV_e Z_eVcVde Z_ pIVcV_Zej(q Rd eYRe eVc^ hRd f_UVcde``U

by Plaintiffs. It is not reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs justifiably could have relied

on that December 2010 promise as being enforceable while executing multiple written

agreements on January 3, 2011 in which Plaintiffs disclaimed any and all prior promises,

agreements, or understandings with respect to both the Bridge Loan and the post-merger

operation and control of FCB Holdings, the contemplated `h_Vc `W eYV pIVcV_Zejq RddVed)

As with the plaintiff in H-M Wexford, it is not enough for Plaintiffs here to argue and

allege that they, in fact, did rely `_ ;VWV_UR_eds aromises. Plaintiffs must allege non-

conclusory facts that enable this Court to find it reasonably conceivable that such reliance

was justifiable in the face of clear contractual language in which Plaintiffs agreed there

were no prior agreements or understandings. I conclude that Plaintiffs have not met that

pleading burden.

7d aRce `W eYVZc R_dhVc e` ;VWV_UR_eds RcXf^V_e eYRe eYV a]RZ_ ]R_XfRXV `W eYV

integration clauses in the Acquisition Agreements bars the breach of contract claims with

respect to the Serenity Agreement, Plaintiffs contend that those clauses are not

dispositive because eYVj U` _`e Z_T]fUV daVTZWZT R_U T]VRc pR_eZ-reliance provisions.q135

In particular, Plaintiffs argue that Delaware law holds that, pto bar a fraud claim, an

integration clause must state that a party is not relying on any extra-contractual

135 PAB 27-31.
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representations.q136 There may be support for that proposition, but the cases in which our

courts invoke it are inapplicable here.

For example, in Kronenberg v. Katz,137 this Court recognized that, pJYV acVdV_TV

of a standard integration clause alone, which does not contain explicit anti-reliance

representations and which is not accompanied by other contractual provisions

demonstrating with clarity that the plaintiff had agreed that it was not relying on facts

`fedZUV eYV T`_ecRTe( hZ]] _`e dfWWZTV e` SRc WcRfU T]RZ^d)q138 In that case, Chief Justice

Strine, then a LZTV 9YR_TV]]`c( RUUcVddVU eYV bfVdeZ`_ `W hYVeYVc pdeR_URcUq Z_eVXcReZ`_

clauses in an LLC agreement precluded the plaintiffs from reasonably relying on prior

material misrepresentations by a defendant that were not incorporated into the

agreement.139 Discussing H-M Wexford and other cases, the Court in Kronenberg

granted summary judgment in favor of plaintiffs on their fraudulent inducement claims,

T`_T]fUZ_X eYRe eYV Z_eVXcReZ`_ T]RfdV eYVcV pU`Vd _`e daVR\ Z_ R_j UZcVTe hRj e` eYV

cV]ZR_TV Sj eYV a]RZ_eZWWd `_ WRTefR] deReV^V_ed `Wq the defendants.140

136 PAB 27.

137 872 A.2d 568 (Del. Ch. 2004).

138 Id. at 593.

139 The integration clause at issue in Kronenberg closely parallels the integration
clauses of the relevant Acquisition Agreements here. Id. at 587 (pThis Agreement,
which includes the Exhibits and shall include any Joinders upon execution thereof,
constitutes the entire agreement and understanding of the parties hereto with
respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous
agreements, understandings, inducements, or conditions, oral or written, express or
implied.q'

140 Id. at 593.
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JYV 9`fce T`_decfVU eYV Z_eVXcReZ`_ T]RfdV pRd dZ^a]j Z_UZTReZ_X eYRe eYVcV hVce no

separate oral contracts and that there was no separate consideration (i.e., inducements) for

V_eVcZ_X eYV 7XcVV^V_e( `eYVc eYR_ Rd ac`gZUVU Z_ eYV CC9 7XcVV^V_e)q141 In

Kronenberg, the plaintiffs allegedly relied on prior statements of fact that were clearly

material.142 Moreover, bVTRfdV p;V]RhRcVsd afS]ZT a`]ZTj Zd Z_e`]VcR_e `W WcRfU(q eYV

9`fce YV]U eYRe peYV Z_eV_e e` acVT]fUV cV]ZR_TV `_ ViecR-contractual statements must

V^VcXV T]VRc]j R_U f_R^SZXf`fd]j Wc`^ eYV T`_ecRTe)q143 The Court concluded that the

integration clause there did not evince such an agreement to bar reliance on factual

^ZddeReV^V_ed( Sfe cReYVc pdZ^a]j `aVcReV[d] to police the variance of the agreement by

aRc`] VgZUV_TV)q144

This balance between competing public policy objectivesointolerance of fraud on

one hand, and freedom of contract on the otheroalso hRd Z^a]ZTReVU Z_ eYZd 9`fcesd

ABRY Partners decision.145 ABRY Partners is factually less analogous to the present case

141 Id.

142 Id. Re 032 &pP@Qe Zd T]VRc eYRe BRek ^RUV ^ReVcZR] ^ZdcVacVdV_eReZ`_d `W WRTed eYRe
would have been important to a reasonable investor considering committing funds
. . . . That id eYV `_]j cReZ`_R] T`_T]fdZ`_ `_V TR_ UcRh Wc`^ eYV cVT`cU)q')

143 Id. at 593.

144 Id. at 592.

145 ABRY 5QJK, 891 A.2d at 1055 &pI must now consider the Buyerss argument that
public policy intervenes to trump contractual freedom and to prevent that
preclusion. That public policy argument continues a longstanding debate within
American jurisprudence about societyss relative interest in contractual freedom
versus establishing universal minimum standards of truthful conduct for
contracting parties.q')
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than Kronenberg, but its reasoning is important. In ABRY, the stock purchase agreement

at issue contained eYV ejaV `W pR_eZ-cV]ZR_TVq ]R_XfRXV ]RT\Z_X Z_ Kronenberg (and this

case), and further, the plaintiff buyers in ABRY conceded that the anti-reliance clause was

valid and that they had not relied on any extra-contractual representations. The rub was

that the plaintiffs had agreed to a provision limiting the defendant dV]]Vcsd ]ZRSZ]Zej W`c

material misstatements of fact made within the contract itself. That provision required

the parties to arbitrate such disputes and capped damages with respect to them.

Confronted with a material misstatement of fact by the seller defendants that fell

within the scope of their contractual representations, Chief Justice Strine, then a Vice

Chancellor, had to decide whether to dismiss a claim for rescission, based on the

UVWV_UR_eds RcXf^V_e eYRe eYV f_R^SZXf`fd ]R_XfRXV `W eYV T`_ecRTe ]Z^ZeVU eYV RgRZ]RS]V

remedy to arbitration with a damages cap. Weighing the public policy of promoting

efficient commerce by honoring agreements freely made by sophisticated

SfdZ_VddaVcd`_d RXRZ_de eYV gV_VcRS]V acZ_TZa]V eYRe pWcRfU gZeZReVd VgVcj T`_ecRTe(q eYe

Court in ABRY distinguished between intentional misrepresentations of factoi.e., lieso

on the one hand and factual misrepresentations that flowed from reasonable error,

negligence, or recklessness on the other.146 The Court held that when a seller charged

hZeY WcRfU pZ_eV_eZ`_R]]j ^ZdcVacVdV_ed R WRTe V^S`UZVU Z_ R T`_ecRTeothat is, when a

146 ABRY PQJK, 891 A.2d at 1061-63.
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seller liesopublic policy will not permit a contractual provision to limit the remedy of

eYV SfjVc e` R TRaaVU UR^RXV T]RZ^)q147

Consistent with the teachings of Kronenberg and ABRY Partners, I construe the

Z_eVXcReZ`_ T]RfdVd `W eYV 9`^^Ze^V_e CVeeVc( DVcXVc 7XcVV^V_e( Ie`T\Y`]UVcds

Agreement, and Bridge Loan Agreement to indicate that there were no separate oral

contracts regarding the subject matter of those Agreements, and that there was no

separate consideration or inducement for entering into those Agreements. Like the

integration clause in Kronenberg, the language agreed to by the parties in the Acquisition

Agreements does not contain sufficient anti-reliance language to bar a claim based on

pmaterial misstatements of fact)q148 pJYV eVRTYZ_X `W eYZd T`fce(q Y`hVgVc( pZd eYRe R

party cannot promise, in a clear integration clause of a negotiated agreement, that it will

not rely on promises and representations outside of the agreement and then shirk its own

SRcXRZ_ Z_ WRg`c `W R rSfe hV UZU cV]j `_ eY`dV `eYVc cVacVdV_eReZ`_ds WcRfUf]V_e

Z_UfTV^V_e T]RZ^)q149

147 Id. at 1036. The misstatement at issue in ABRY pertained to the financial
statements of the target company. In particular, the seller defendants influenced
the company management to overstate certain numbers to show an EBITDA
multiple that would make the company appear more attractive to the buyer. See
id. at 1051. The Court there stated that allowing the defendant to immunize itself
Wc`^ R T]RZ^ RcZdZ_X `fe `W eYRe ^ZdcVacVdV_eReZ`_ pwould be to sanction unethical
business practices of an abhorrent kind and to create an unwise incentive system
for contracting parties)q Id. at 1035.

148 Kronenberg, 872 A.2d at 594 (emphasis added).

149
)*6< 5QJK& 891 A.2d at 1057.
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The problem for Plaintiffs in this case is that the Complaint and related documents

make clear that they promised, in several clear integration clauses of negotiated

agreements, that they would not rely on promises and agreements outside of those

writings. The statements the Cheval Plaintiffs rely on were not misrepresentations of

material fact akin to those in Kronenberg, but rather prior parol evidence that would vary

the extant terms in the subsequent integrated writings.150 By attempting to plead around

the plain language of their written agreements with allegations of pWcRfU,q Plaintiffs seek

e` dYZc\ eYV SRcXRZ_ VgZUV_TVU Sj eYV hcZeeV_ RXcVV^V_e Z_ WRg`c `W R pSfe hV UZU cV]j `_

eY`dV `eYVc cVacVdV_eReZ`_dq T]RZ^)

To avoid this conclusion, Plaintiffs argue that this case fits within the reasoning of

cases like Kronenberg because their fraud claim is about ;VWV_UR_eds pacVdV_e deReV `W

^Z_Uq cReYVc eYR_ pWfefcV Z_eV_e.q151 This contention is not supported by the case law. As

alleged in the Complaint, the Serenity Agreement calls for Black Horse to provide the

$10 million Bridge Loan in exchange for the Xstelos Entitiess R_U 9`fTY^R_sd pViacVdd

agreement to effectuate the transfer of an addieZ`_R] 1+)0% `W IVcV_Zejq152 to Plaintiffs.

150 See Kronenberg, 872 A.2d at 592 (stating that a standard integration clause
psimply operates to police the variance of eYV RXcVV^V_e Sj aRc`] VgZUV_TVq Sfe
U`Vd pnot operate to bar fraud claims based on factual statements not made in the
written agreement(q hYVcV eYV pWRTefR] deReV^V_eq Re ZddfV hRd R_ Z_UVaV_UV_e
feasibility study the defendants represented was produced by third-party experts
but was in fact fabricated by the defendants to induce the plaintiffs to invest)
(emphasis added).

151 PAB 28-29.

152 Compl. ¶ 135.
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As alleged, those acV pac`^ZdVd)q153 In the context of the often pWcR_eZT eZ^Vdq ]VRUZ_X fa

to the signing of a merger agreement by sophisticated businesspersons, such

representationsoboth oral and writtenoare so numerous and varied that when the parties

are coalescing around a final written expression, there is great utility in having all prior

promises, agreements, and understandings wiped away and merged into the final written

agreement.154

The alleged misrepresentations at issue here are not the sort of prior

prepresentationsq that animated the rulings in cases like ABRY Partners, which dealt with

materially incorrect financial statements, reliance on which caused the plaintiff buyers to

overestimate how much the target company was worth. This Court aptly reasoned that

peYere is little support for the notion that it is efficient to exculpate parties when they lie

153 See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS l - &p7 ac`^ZdV Zd R
manifestation of intention to act or refrain from acting in a specified way, so made
Rd e` [fdeZWj R ac`^ZdVV Z_ SV]ZVgZ_X eYRe R T`^^Ze^V_e YRd SVV_ ^RUV)q'6 see also
Carrow v. Arnold, 2006 WL 3289582 (Del. Ch. Oct. 31, 2006) &pPrior oral
promises usually do not constitute false representations of fact that would satisfy
the first element of fraudulent misrepresentation. A viable claim of fraud
concerning a contract must allege misrepresentations of present facts (rather than
merely of future intent) that were collateral to the contract and which induced the
R]]VXVU]j UVWcRfUVU aRcej e` V_eVc Z_e` eYV T`_ecRTe)q) (internal quotations omitted),
=AAQd, 933 A.2d 1249 (Del. 2007).

154 See, e.g., 11 WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS § 33:1 (4th ed.) &pJYV PaRc`] VgZUV_TVQ
rule is founded on experience and public policy, created by necessity, and
designed to give certainty to a transaction that has been reduced to writing by
protecting the parties against the doubtful veracity and uncertain memory of
interested witnesses. . . . By prohibiting evidence of parol agreements, the rule
seeks to ensure the stability, predictability, and enforceability of finalized written
instruments.q' &Z_eVc_R] bf`eReZ`_ ^Rc\d `^ZeeVU')
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about the material facts on which a contract is premised.q155 There is, however,

considerable support in logic and the law for the notion that it is efficient to hold parties

to the promises they make in an integrated writing, and only those promises. @W G]RZ_eZWWds

argument on this point were followed to its natural conclusion, this Court would be

unable to bar a claim that, as consideration for making the Bridge Loan, Defendants had

promised in December 2010 to effectuate a transfer of $1 million cash from FCB

Holdings to Cheval Holdings or Black Horse at some point after the Merger, even though

the parties did not mention that promise in the written and integrated Commitment Letter

and Bridge Loan Agreement. Entertaining a claim that so plainly conflicts with the

language of those two agreements R_U eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e would render the

integration clauses contained in them mere surplusageoa result that our canons of

contractual interpretation strongly discourage.156

JYZd 9`fcesd UVTZdZ`_ Z_ Narrowstep, Inc. v. Onstream Media Corp.,157 relied on

by Plaintiffs for the proposition that they have pled a material misrepresentation of fact,

supports my conclusion. In Narrowstep, this Court refused to dismiss claims for breach

of contract and fraudulent inducement where defendants allegedly had signed a merger

agreement to acquire the plaintiff company and then, under the guise of preparing to

155 ABRY 5QJK, 891 A.2d at 1062 (emphasis added).

156 Kuhn Const., Inc. v. Diamond State Port Corp., 990 A.2d 393, 396-97 (Del. 2010)
&pMV hZ]] cVRU R T`_ecRTe Rd R hY`]V R_U hV hZ]] XZgV VRTY ac`gZdZ`_ R_U eVc^
VWWVTe( d` Rd _`e e` cV_UVc R_j aRce `W eYV T`_ecRTe ^VcV dfca]fdRXV)q'.

157 2010 WL 5422405 (Del. Ch. Dec. 22, 2010).
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close on the merger, took operational control of and stripped the company of its valuable

assets before backing out of the signed merger agreement.158

E`eZ_X eYRe f_UVc ;V]RhRcV ]Rh pR a]RZ_eZWW TR__`e rS``edecRas R T]RZ^ `W ScVRTY

of contract into a claim of fraud merely by alleging that a contracting party never

Z_eV_UVU e` aVcW`c^ Zed `S]ZXReZ`_d(q159 this Court cVRd`_VU eYRe( p@W eYV 9`^a]RZ_e ^VcV]j

alleged that the parties had a contract and Onstream intended not to follow through with

its obligations under the Agreement and _`eYZ_X ^`cV( ERcc`hdeVasd WcRfU T]RZ^ h`f]U

SV R_ Z^aVc^ZddZS]V S``edecRa `W Zed ScVRTY `W T`_ecRTe T]RZ^)q160 The conduct alleged in

Narrowstep( Y`hVgVc( hV_e pSVj`_U R ^VcV Z_eV_eZ`_ _`e e` T`^a]j hZeY eYV eVc^d `W eYV

7XcVV^V_e)q The gravamen of the fraud complaint there was not about the future

performance or non-performance of the merger agreement; it was about the fact that the

UVWV_UR_ed hVcV ^ZdcVacVdV_eZ_X WRTed RS`fe eYVZc ^R_RXV^V_e `W eYV a]RZ_eZWWsd SfdZ_Vdd

during the period leading up to the contemplated closing.161 Taking the allegations in the

Complaint as true, Plaintiffs here merely allege that the Serenity Agreement was a

contract and that Defendants never intended to follow through with their alleged

158 Id. at *15.

159 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting 0HL@O +HFF>Qns, Inc. v. Defries,
1998 WL 914265, at *4 (Del. Ch. Dec. 21, 1998)).

160 Id.

161 Id. &pThis conduct, if true, goes beyond a mere intention not to comply with the
terms of the Agreement; it alleges that Onstream intended to plunder Narrowstep
and bought time to do so by stringing it along under the guise of working toward
an expeditious closing pursuant to the Agreement. That is, the Agreement is not
eYV d`fcTV `W ERcc`hdeVass fraud claim, but rather the instrument by which
Onstream perpetrated its broader scheme to loot Narrowstep.q'
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obligations under it from the very outset in December 2010.162 Thus, the Narrowstep

TRdV RWW`cUd _` dfaa`ce W`c G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_e.163

JR\Z_X G]RZ_eZWWds R]]VXReZ`_d Rd ecfV R_U UcRhZ_X R]] Z_WVcV_TVd Z_ eYVZc WRg`c( @

cannot conclude, consistent with cases like Kronenberg, that they could prove a

fraudulent inducement claim under any reasonably conceivable set of facts, given how

directly and completely the terms of the alleged Serenity Agreement conflict with the

plain language of the Acquisition Agreements. I therefore dismiss Counts VI and VII of

the Complaint.

2. Unjust enrichment is inapplicable because the Commitment Letter and
(=5031 *;.9 '3=11819? .=1 ?41 81.>@=1 ;2 ,7.59?522>F =534?> A5?4 =1><1/? ?;

the $10 million Bridge Loan.

pK_[fde V_cZTY^V_e Zd UVWZ_VU Rd eYV f_[fde cVeV_eZ`_ `W R benefit to the loss of

another, or the retention of money or property of another against the fundamental

162 See Compl. ¶¶ 14-,1 &p7WeVc eYV UVR] T]`dVU( Y`hVgVc( 9`fTY^R_ R_U =``edeRc
began to demonstrate that they had no intention of performing the Serenity
Agreement. . . . Couchman never had any intention on following through on the
ac`^ZdV) ) ) )q'6 m 12 &p=``edeRc R_U 9`fTY^R_ _VgVc Z_eV_UVU e` Y`_`c eYVZc
RXcVV^V_e hZeY 9YVgR] R_U eYV 9YRaaV]]d)q')

163 Other cases cited by Plaintiffs for the same proposition are similarly unavailing.
See MicroStrategy Inc. v. Acacia Research Corp., 2010 WL 5550455, at *13-17
(Del. Ch. Dec. 30, 2010) (distinguishing between two fraud claims, finding that
one was legally insufficient because it merely alleged statements constituting a
promise without specific facts supporting an inference of present intent to break
that promise, while the other was well-pled because it had such specific factual
allegations); Carrow v. Arnold, 2006 WL 3289582, at *5-11 (Del. Ch. Oct. 31,
2006) (finding a written agreement of real property sale to be integrated, and
refusing to admit prior oral statements to modify its terms, rejecting a fraudulent
inducement claim), =AAQd, 933 A.2d 1249 (Del. 2007).
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acZ_TZa]Vd `W [fdeZTV `c VbfZej R_U X``U T`_dTZV_TV)q164 To state a claim for unjust

V_cZTY^V_e( R a]RZ_eZWW ^fde a]VRU p&,' R_ V_cZTY^V_e( &-' R_ Z^a`verishment, (3) a

relation between the enrichment and impoverishment, (4) the absence of justification, and

&0' eYV RSdV_TV `W R cV^VUj ac`gZUVU Sj ]Rh)q165 If a contract governs the relationship

between a complainant and the party who allegedly unjustly enriched himself, the

T`_ecRTe Zd peYV ^VRdfcV `W eYV a]RZ_eZWWsd cZXYe)q166

In Count VIII, Plaintiffs charge Defendants with unjust enrichment as an

alternative to their breach of contract theory pertaining to the Serenity Agreement.

Defendants seek dismissal of this claim, arguing that G]RZ_eZWWds cZXYed f_UVc eYV 8cZUXV

Loan agreement preclude them from stating a claim for unjust enrichment, and that, in

any event, Plaintiffs have not been impoverished. Plaintiffs disagree. They assert that,

pJYV 8cZUXV Loan Agreement is only a manifestation of the consideration Plaintiffs

ac`gZUVU e` ;VWV_UR_ed Rd aRce `W eYV IVcV_Zej SRcXRZ_(q R_U eYV 8cZUXV C`R_ 7XcVV^V_e

p_VZeYVc cVacVdV_ed R_ RXcVV^V_e SVehVV_ eYV aRceZVd _`c X`gVc_d eYV ecR_dWVc `W Z_eVcVde

in SerenityoeYV ^ReeVc Z_ UZdafeV)q167

G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_e V]ZUVd eYV ac`aVc Z_bfZcj f_UVc eYV ]Rh `W f_[fde V_cZTY^V_e)

Their claim is that by making the $10 million Bridge Loan, which was the only

consideration Plaintiffs are alleged to have provided in connection with the Serenity

164 Schock v. Nash, 732 A.2d 217, 232 (Del. 1999).

165 Addy v. Piedmonte, 2009 WL 707641, at *22 (Del. Ch. Mar. 18, 2009).

166 Id.

167 PAB 41.
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Agreement, they enriched Defendants Z_ eYRe G]RZ_eZWWds ]`R_ paVc^ZeePVUQ eYV ^VcXVc e`

SV WZ_R]ZkVU(q eYVcVSj R]]`hZ_X =``edeRc e` pRg`ZU UZdd`]feZ`_ &R_U dR]gRXV Zed

business).q168 Plaintiffs further aver that they were impoverished, because Defendants

unjustly retained eYV 1+)0 aVcTV_e `W pIVcV_Zejq eYRe G]RZ_eZWWd SV]ZVgV eYVj dY`f]U YRgV

received.

To survive a motion to dismiss, each element of an asserted claim must be pled.169

The central fact Plaintiffs allege in support of their claim for unjust enrichment, however,

is that they made the $10 million Bridge Loan. But, as discussed in several parts of this

Memorandum Opinion, the terms governing the Bridge Loan are set forth in the

Commitment Letter, the Bridge Loan Agreement, or both, which Plaintiffs expressly

agreed embodied the entire understanding of the parties with respect to the subject matter

thereof. The subject matter of those integrated agreements was the $10 million Bridge

Loan. By their terms, the Commitment Letter and the Bridge Loan Agreement contain

eYV V_eZcV f_UVcdeR_UZ_X( R_U eYV ^VRdfcV `W G]RZ_eZWWds cZXYed( T`_TVc_Z_X eYV 8cZUXV

Loan. These rights included, among other things: (1) the right to receive interest at a rate

of twenty percent per annum; (2) repayment of principal within four days after the

closing date of the Merger; (3) a fee of three percent of the Loan amount ($300,000); and

(4) pari passu treatment with respect to the $3 million bridge loan made by Footstar.170

168 Id.

169
+J@K>@GL(3=>C 0 5QJK& 2'5', 846 A.2d at 972.

170 Commitment Letter, <i) 7( pIf^^Rcj `W JVc^d)q
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There is no allegation in the Complaint that Plaintiffs did not receive these elements of

consideration. Therefore, Plaintiffs cannot state a claim for unjust enrichment based on

the fact that they made the Bridge Loan.

D. Count III

In Count III, Plaintiffs dVV\ UR^RXVd W`c NdeV]`dss alleged breach of the

Consulting Agreement. To state a claim for breach of contract under Delaware law, a

plaintiff must allege the existence of a contract, the breach of an obligation imposed by

that contract, and resultant damage to the plaintiff.171 The existence of the Consulting

Agreement is not disputed. Plaintiffs allege that Cheval Holdings has performed all of its

obligations under the Consulting Agreement, that Cheval Holdings has made repeated

demands to be paid in accordance with the terms of that Agreement, and that Xstelos has

failed to make such payment. Cheval Holdings alleges that it has suffered damages of

$-(+1-(0++ Rd R cVdf]e `W NdeV]`dss failure to make proper payment.

Defendants seek dismissal of this Count as moot. They submit that the Consulting

Agreement only requires payment to be remitted to an escrow account, that such an

account was created on September 6, 2013, and that 100 percent of the requisite funds

have been transferred to that account.172 Plaintiffs dispute whether this purported

payment was made in accordance with the terms of the Consulting Agreement.

171 Kuroda v. SPJS Hldgs., L.L.C., 971 A.2d 872, 883 (Del. Ch. 2009).

172 DVWd)s Faening Br. 49.
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7e eYZd ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd deRXV( eYV 9`^a]RZ_esd _`_-conclusory factual

R]]VXReZ`_d pXV_VcR]]j UVWZ_PVQ eYV f_ZgVcdV `W WRTed that eYV ecZR] T`fce ^Rj T`_dZUVc)q173

The Court, therefore, may not take into consideration facts adduced only in Defendantss

briefing on the pending motion. Based on the facts that may be considered on

;VWV_UR_eds motion to dismiss, I conclude that it is reasonably conceivable that Plaintiffs

will be able to prove a breach of the Consulting Agreement. Accordingly, I decline to

dismiss Count III under Rule 12(b)(6).

Plaintiffs also plead, in Count VIII, unjust enrichment with regard to the

consulting services they provided, as an alternative to their claim in Count III for breach

of the Consulting Agreement. Because Plaintiffs have stated a claim for breach of

contract as to the Consulting Agreement, I dismiss Count VIII, insofar as it pertains to the

Consulting Agreement, on the same grounds that I dismissed G]RZ_eZWWds unjust

enrichment claim pertaining to the Commitment Letter and the Bridge Loan Agreement.

E. Counts IV and V

1. The Complaint states a claim for breach of contract with respect to the
-?;/64;701=>F '3=11819?%

In Count IV, Plaintiffs seek UR^RXVd W`c NdeV]`dss R_U =98 ?`]UZ_Xds alleged

breach of the Stockholders Agreement. In that respect, Plaintiffs must allege the

existence of a contract, the breach of an obligation imposed by that contract, and resultant

damage.174 Plaintiffs accuse Xstelos of breaching eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e Z_

173
0G J@ .@G' 3HLHJK $/MBC@K% 7Qholder Litig., 897 A.2d 162, 168 (Del. 2006).

174 Kuroda, 971 A.2d at 883.
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various ways, as recited in Section I.B.5 supra. They also allege that Cheval Holdings

pYRd dfWWVcVU R_U T`_eZ_fVd e` dfWWVc UR^RXVd Z_ R_ R^`f_e e` SV ac`gV_ Re ecZR]q W`c

these breaches.175 Defendants argue that Count IV should be dismissed because: (1) the

9`^a]RZ_esd R]]VXReZ`_ Rd e` UR^RXVd Zd T`_T]fd`cj; and (2) the claim for breaching

Section 2.6 is moot in that Plaintiffs received the 2011 and 2012 budgets in the third

quarter of 2012. Neither of these arguments is persuasive.

Contract damages are well-a]VU hYVcV( pbased on the facts that [plaintiff] has

alleged, it can reasonably be inferred that, if those facts are true, [plaintiff] suffered

damages)q176 Plaintiffs aver that Xstelos: (1) entered into related party transactions

hZeY`fe 9YVgR] ?`]UZ_Xds T`_dV_e; (2) failed to present annual budgets for CPEX and

FCB Holdings; (3) caused FCB Holdings and its subsidiaries to make large capital

expenditures without consent of Cheval Holdings; and (4) failed to provide

administrative services to CP<N Re NdeV]`dss expense. Assuming those allegations are

true, as I must, it is at least reasonably conceivable that Cheval Holdings suffered injury

and could prove damages.

The argument that the 2011 and 2012 budgets were supplied in late 2012 is

insufficient to support a reasonable inference that there was no breach of Section 2.6,

hYZTY cVbfZcVd eYRe p[b]VW`cV eYV T`^^V_TV^V_e `W VRTY WZdTR] jVRc(q eYV SfUXVe ^fde SV

175 Compl. ¶ 158.

176 H-M Wexford, 832 A.2d at 144 n.28.
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adopted.177 Plaintiffs, therefore, conceivably could prove that they were harmed by the

delayed adoption of the budgets. The extent of the injury and whether it may be

redressed by money damages cannot be established conclusively at this stage of the

proceeding, but it need not be. It is sufficient that it is reasonably conceivable Plaintiffs

could prove they suffered damages as a result of the alleged breach. Accordingly, I

decline to dismiss Count IV.

2. The Complaint states only a narrow claim for breach of the implied covenant
of good faith and fai= 01.7593 A5?4 =1><1/? ?; ?41 -?;/64;701=>F '3=11819?%

Plaintiffs purport to plead a second claim, Count V, arising out of the

Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e. Specifically, they charge Xstelos and FCB Holdings with

breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing for the manner in which

FCB Holdings declared and paid dividends in September and October 2012.

The Delaware Supreme Court has held that the implied covena_e pdVV\d e` V_W`cTV

eYV aRceZVds contractual bargain by implying only those terms that the parties would have

agreed to during their original negotiations if they had thought to address them.q178

Nevertheless, the implied covenant pcannot be employed to impose new contract terms

177 Stockholderss 7XcVV^V_e l -)1)

178 Gerber v. Enter. Prods. Hldgs., LLC, 67 A.3d 400, 418 (Del. 2013) (quoting with
approval ASB Allegiance Real Estate Fund v. Scion Breckenridge Managing
Member, LLC, 50 A.3d 434, 440-42 (Del. Ch. 2012), J@NQ? in part on other
grounds, 68 A.3d 665 (Del. 2013)); see also ;DGKC=EE N' 9D=>HF 0GLQl, Inc., 76
A.3d 808, 811 &;V]) -+,.' &pP7Q party may only invoke the protections of the
covenant when it is clear from the underlying contract that the contracting parties
would have agreed to proscribe the act later complained of had they thought to
_VX`eZReV hZeY cVdaVTe e` eYRe ^ReeVc)q' (internal quotation omitted).
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that could have SVV_ SRcXRZ_VU W`c Sfe hVcV _`e)q179 Delaware courts do not apply the

Z^a]ZVU T`gV_R_e pto give the plaintiffs contractual protections that rthey failed to secure

for themselves at thV SRcXRZ_Z_X eRS]V)sq180

Under Delaware law, one deciding an implied covenant claim must ask pwhether

it is clear from what was expressly agreed upon that the parties who negotiated the

express terms of the contract would have agreed to proscribe the act later complained of

as a breach of the implied covenant of good faithohad they thought to negotiate with

respect to that matter.q181 The inquiry is temporally constrained in the sense that the

court pdoes not ask what duty the law should impose on the parties given their

relationship at the time of the wrong, but rather what the parties would have agreed to

themselves had they considered the issue in their original bargaining positions at the time

of contracting.q182 At the motion to dismiss stage, I consider whether it is reasonably

conceivable based on the record before me that Plaintiffs could prove a claim for breach

of the Z^a]ZVU T`gV_R_e) >V_VcR]]j( pe` plead successfully a breach of an implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, the plaintiff must allege a specific implied

179 Blaustein v. Lord Baltimore Capital Corp., 84 A.3d 954, 959 (Del. 2014).

180 Winshall, 76 A.3d at 816 (Del. 2013) (quoting Aspen Advisors LLC v. United
Artists Theatre Co., 861 A.2d 1251, 1260 (Del. 2004)).

181 Id.

182 Gerber, 67 A.3d at 418-19; see also Winshall( 21 7).U Re 3,1 &pPJQYV Z^a]ZVU
covenant is not a license to rewrite contractual language just because the plaintiff
failed to negotiate for protections that, in hindsight, would have made the contract
R SVeeVc UVR])q'.
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contractual obligation, a breach of that obligation by the defendant, and resulting damage

to eYV a]RZ_eZWW)q183

Plaintiffs allege that Defendants caused FCB Holdings to declare and pay the

September and October 2012 cash dividends before Cheval Holdings could redomicile its

ownership of FCB Holdings into Ouray. As a result, Cheval Holdings incurred $487,500

more in taxes than it would have if the dividends were delayed as Plaintiffs requested.

According to Plaintiffs, eYVcV Zd R_ Z^a]ZVU eVc^ Z_ eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e

obligating FCB Holdings to declare or pay dividends pin good faith to protect the

reasonable expectations of the stockholders, including Cheval.q184 They assert that

Defendants violated that term by designing eYV UZgZUV_U pe` YRc^ 9YVgR](q R_U eYRe they

thereby acted in bad faith under Delaware law.185

As noted supra, one of the pNegative Covenantsq Z_ eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e

for which Cheval Holdings bargained with Footstar or Xstelos was that FCB Holdings

h`f]U _`e TRfdV peYV UVT]RcReZ`_ `c aRj^V_e `W R_j UZgZUV_Ud `c UZdecZSfeZ`_d eYRe RcV _`e

paid pro rata to [FCB HoldinXdsQ de`T\Y`]UVcd)q186 A separate section of the Agreement,

V_eZe]VU p;ZdecZSfeZ`_d(q deReVd eYRe, p[t]o the extent proceeds are available, the Company

shall cause the Surviving Corporation [defined as CPEX] to make payments as follows:

183 Blaustein v. Lord Baltimore Capital Corp., 2012 WL 2126111, at *5 (Del. Ch.
May 31, 2012).

184 Compl. ¶ 162.

185 PAB 43-44 (citing Compl. ¶¶ 162-63).

186 StockY`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e l -)-&o).
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(i) expenses and taxes and (ii) distributions to the Company [FCB Holdings] to the extent

aVc^ZeeVU Sj eYV C`R_ 7XcVV^V_e)q187 In the next sentence, the parties agreed that FCB

?`]UZ_Xdss 8`RcU `W ;ZcVTe`cd pshall make distributions from time to time to its

stockholders to the extent proceeds are available and deemed advisable by the

9`^aR_jsd 8`RcU6 provided that any such distributions shall be apportioned among the

stockholders pro rata in accordance with their respective percentage interests of the

9`^^`_ Ie`T\)q188

In attemptZ_X e` a]VRU eYRe ;VWV_UR_ed gZ`]ReVU eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e Sj

causing the dividends to be paid in September and October 2012, Plaintiffs ask this Court

to impose new contract terms that could have been bargained for but were not. The plain

language of Section 5.5 shows that, at the time of contracting, the parties did consider the

issues of: (1) when distributions should be made; and (2) whether there were any limits to

eYV S`RcUsd UZdTcVeZ`_ Z_ UVTZUZ_X e` ^R\V UZdecZSfeZ`_d) JYVj RXcVVU eYRe UZdeributions

dY`f]U SV ^RUV pWc`^ eZ^V e` eZ^Vq hYV_ dfTY UZdecZSfeZ`_d RcV pUVV^VU RUgZdRS]Vq by

the board. Knowing that the board was split 2-1 between Xstelos appointees and Cheval

Holdings appointees, and reasonably foreseeing that they may not always agree, the

aRceZVd ]Z^ZeVU eYV S`RcUsd UZdTcVeZ`_ Z_ eh` hRjd5 (1) distributions could only be made

pe` eYV VieV_e ac`TVVUd RcV RgRZ]RS]V(q; and (2) absent consent of the stockholders,

distributions had to be made pac` cReR)q

187 Ie`T\Y`]UVcds Agreement § 5.5.

188 Id.
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Under Delaware law, at this procedural stage, I must ask whether it is reasonably

conceivable that Plaintiffs could show from the relevant contract language that, at the

time of contracting, the parties clearly would have agreed that if the board wished to

make a distribution in the future, Cheval Holdings would have the right to compel the

board to delay the distribution in order to accommodate Cheval ?`]UZ_Xdss preferences or

to best suit its idiosyncratic needs. I conclude that the answer to this question is no. The

parties agreed that dividends could be paid when it was deemed advisable by the board,

but that, in any event, they had to be paid pro rata and only to the extent proceeds were

available. If the parties had wanted to give more protection to Cheval Holdings with

respect to the timing of future dividends, or the resolution of a disagreement as to when a

dividend should be paid, they easily could have included appropriate limiting language in

Section 5.5.

Plaintiffs point to no Delaware case that supports their application of the implied

covenant on the facts alleged here. To the contrary, in cases as recent as Blaustein v.

Lord Baltimore Capital Corp., similar implied covenant claims have been dismissed.

There, the plaintiff raised an implied covenant claim based on a sYRcVY`]UVcds agreement

that contained a provision dealing with the repurchase of stock, in which it was agreed

such a repurchase would be `_ eVc^d pRXcVVRS]V e` eYV 9`^aR_j R_U eYV IYRcVY`]UVc,q

provided that all repurchases must be approved either by a majority of the board or

consent of holders of at least 70 percent of the stock. 189

189 Blaustein, 2012 WL 2126111, at *2.
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At the motion to dismiss stage, this Court dismissed the implied covenant claim

insofar as the plaintiff attempted to supplement the contract provision with a term that

required the board to repurchase at a particular price, because the contract provided that

the terms of repurchases would be at the discretion of the parties.190 The Court declined

to dismiss the implied covenant claim, however, insofar as it attempted to read into the

Raa]ZTRS]V T`_ecRTe ]R_XfRXV R eVc^ eYRe cVbfZcVU eYV 8`RcU e` pT`_dZUVcq cVafcTYRdVd(

given that the contract gave the directors power to approve repurchases at duly called

board meetings. It was reasonably conceivable that the board was in breach of the

implied covenant because it allegedly failed even to present or put up for consideration

8]RfdeVZ_sd ac`a`dVU cVafcTYRdV. The Court found that it was possible such

consideration impliedly hRd cVbfZcVU Sj eYV T`_ecRTesd R]]`TReZ`_ `W Raac`gR] a`her to

the directors.191

190 Id. at *5.

191 Id. JYfd( eYV 9`fce XcR_eVU Z_ aRce eYV UVWV_UR_eds ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd eYV
a]RZ_eZWWds Z^a]ZVU T`gV_R_e T]RZ^d( R_U ]ReVc XcR_eVU dummary judgment as to the
remainder of the implied covenant claim. The Supreme Court later concluded that
S`eY `W 8]RfdeVZ_sd Z^a]ZVU T`gV_R_e RcXf^V_ed &eYV paRceZTf]Rc acZTVq eVc^ R_U
eYV pX``U WRZeY T`_dZUVcReZ`_q eVc^' hVcV ]VXR]]j Z_dfWWZTZV_e) JYV Supreme Court
deReVU( pHere, the parties did consider whether, and on what terms, minority
stockholders would be able to have their stock repurchased. Paragraph 7(d) does
not contain any promise of a rfull values price or independent negotiators.
Because the implied covenant does not give parties the right to renegotiate their
contracts, the trial c`fce T`ccVTe]j UV_ZVU 8]RfdeVZ_ss proposed new claim.q'
Blaustein( 3/ 7).U Re 404) @ W`]]`h eYV IfacV^V 9`fcesd cVRd`_Z_X Z_ eYZd cVXRcU)
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G]RZ_eZWWds RcXf^V_e YVcV Zd eYRe eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e dY`f]U SV cVRU Rd

containing an implicit term that in declaring and paying dividends FCB Holdings should

accommodate the interests of specific stockholders, like Cheval Holdings, to the

maximum extent feasible. Just as the contract provision in Blaustein could not be read to

Z^a]ZTZe]j cVbfZcV R daVTZWZT cVafcTYRdV acZTV( eYV Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e YVcV TR__`e

conceivably be read to require the specific timing of dividends sought by Plaintiffs,

where the parties explicitly provided the Board discretion as to this issue, and did not

reserve any further rights to Cheval Holdings. Accordingly, Count V should be

dismissed, to the extent that it seeks to impose a specific timinX T`_decRZ_e `_ eYV 8`RcUsd

discretion to declare and pay dividends, or a requirement that the interests of specific

stockholders must be accommodated.

I decline, however, to dismiss Count V to the limited extent that it includes an

allegation of bad faith exercise of discretion on the part of Defendants. Plaintiffs allege

that Defendants had no corporate purpose or valid business reason to declare FCB

?`]UZ_Xdss dividends in September and October 2012, and that the timing was chosen out

of a desire to harm Cheval Holdings. While the implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing cannot be invoked to provide contract terms that the parties failed to negotiate

for, it is nevertheless the rule that, in situations where discretion is allocated to a contract

aRcej( pThe implied covenant requires that a party refrain from arbitrary or unreasonable

conduct which has the effect of preventing the other party to the contract from receiving

the fruits of its bargain. When exercising a discretionary right, a party to the contract
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must exercise its discretion reasonably.q192 At the motion to dismiss stage, I must draw

all reasonable inferences in favor of Plaintiffs. While Plaintiffs ultimately may fail to

^VVe eYVZc SfcUV_ `W ac`gZ_X eYRe ;VWV_UR_eds ^`eZgReZ`_ Z_ UVTlaring the 2012 dividends

was to cause harm to Cheval Holdings, it is not inconceivable based on the facts as

alleged. I therefore decline to dismiss Count V insofar as it pleads a breach of the

Z^a]ZVU T`gV_R_e SRdVU `_ ;VWV_UR_eds R]]VXVU]j SRU WRZeY T`nduct with respect to the

2012 dividends.

III. CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted for breach

of contract, fraudulent inducement, promissory estoppel, or unjust enrichment concerning

the alleged Serenity Agreement. I therefore dismiss with prejudice Counts I, II, VI, VII,

and VIII of the Complaint. Plaintiffs also have failed to state a claim upon which relief

can be granted for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing with

respect to the St`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e hZeY eYV ]Z^ZeVU ViTVaeZ`_ deReVU Z_ IVTeZ`_ @@)<)-

supra, cVXRcUZ_X ;VWV_UR_eds R]]VXVU]j SRU WRZeY ViVcTZdV `W eYVZc UZdTcVeZ`_ e` UVT]RcV R

dividend. Subject to that exception, therefore, I dismiss Count V with prejudice. Finally,

Plaintiffs have adequately pled breaches of the Consulting Agreement and the

Ie`T\Y`]UVcds 7XcVV^V_e) JYfd( @ UV_j ;VWV_UR_eds ^`eZ`_ e` UZd^Zdd 9`f_ed @@@ R_U

IV.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

192 Gerber, 67 A.3d at 419 (quoting ASB Allegiance Real Estate Fund, 50 A.3d at
441) (emphasis in original).


